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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

PROJECT OVERVIEW

The Office of Student Financial Assistance f:OSFA] of the

Department of Education has contracted with Advanced Technology,

Inc. of McLean, Virginia; and 9estat, Inc. of Rockville,

Maryland, to .conduct a three7year quality control study of the

Basic Educational Opportunity Grant rBEOG1 Program. The goal is

to assess the accuracy and reliability of the BEOG program and

improve its administration.

The project is being conylucted in three stages. During the

first year of -the project--or Stage One--the objectives have been

r
to measure program error rates, to determine the cause of error,

and to recommend changes, to reduce error. Specifically, the

Stage One Study has:

.41 Determined program-wide discrepAncy rates and probable
causes attributable to (1)- institutions, (2) recipi-
ents, (3) parentS, and (4) application processors

Identified "error prone" subpopulations among recip-
ients

Developed cost-benefit analyses for feasible corrective
management activities to reduce error rates for every
area in which error rates are excessive

In Stage Two, running from October 1951 to December 1982,

an ongoing Quality Control System' will he designed and tested to

continuousTS, measureand analyze BEOG program peO4orriance. In

Stage Three, runt-411g/ from October 1992 to December 1983, the

Quality Control System will he installed.

z



REPORT OVERVIEW

This is -6 report on the methodology used to accomplish the
:

Stage One objectives just given. During the spring of 1981 A

nationally representative sample of 305 publ,ic, private, and

prOprIetary institutions was visited. The Financial Aid lidminis-
,

trator EFAAT at each institution was interviewed and asked to
4,

describe the i?s'titution's BEOG' processing procedure. At eadh.t

in stitution, data from a random sample of an average of 14 finan-,
A

cialiaid records were revieWEid and'transc;ibed. In 611, data

were collected. from 4,500 BEOG recipie t records% These 4,500 .

BEOG recipiVnts--and theivparents--weite interviewed, asked about

their general experiencesA.rr dealing with the application prd-

cess, and askedcto provide documents to verify the income and

- household information on their-application forms. 'InaAlition%
-...

data were collected from the IRS, tax assessors, and financial

.

. institutions as additional 4rification of the information that

.7%

the students irrhe survey placed-on their Applications. In sum,

eight data sets from the. following sources were collected anti

*
v..1,alyzed to meet the Stage One objectives:.

'FAA interviews

Financial aid records

Student interviews

Parent interviews

Student Eligibility Reports ISER1

1-2 o
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IRS records .

ti

Tax assessor records e .

A' ',..... ..

Financial institution records
('

Chapter 2 of this report'describes.the rationale and the

specific procedures used to select a statistically representative

sample of institutions and students. In addition, this chapter

discusses the response rates for the survey of students and par-,

ents arli analyzes the nonresponse to deterMine the possible

. nonresponse bias in estimating program-wide eFror amounts.
.

Chapter 3 focuses o t e institutional and student/parent field

.data collection. Included is a 'discussion .of thd field of9ani-
.

-zation, the quality control procedures, and the procedures used

to,ponduct the ,interviews. Chapter LI'describe's the procedures

used to compile, edit, and convert the survey data to machine-4
-

readable tapes fused for statistical analysis. `Chapter' 5 provides

a brief discussion of the methodology and procedures used in, he

special analysis of BEOG application processor data entry error
II.

,.11.1e following summarizes, by chapter, the,generalfeatures
.00

of,the Stage One methodology.

Chapter 2-- Sample Selection
.

and Sampling Error

'-o In designing*the sample, the goal was to provide as
precise estimates as possible, of the,universe under
study and at the same time:

- Limit the'amount of field travel

- Control the number of student- and separate institu-
tions selected

Ensure that a varietyAof pes of institutions were
represented in the sa ple

1-3
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To accomplish this, institutions and studkts were
_selected in two stages: (1) stratification and random,'
selection of 305 institutions. and (.2) stratification
and random selectiOn af,approxithately 4,500 BEOG
recipierlts from these institutions. Both the institu-
tion and student sample sizes were large enough to
ensure the required statistical precision.

Institutions were stratified into four groups:

- lInstitutions with over 5,000 BEOG eligible students

- Institutions using the Regular Disburs,ement System
RDS] and located in the 35 largest Standard
Metrocolitan Statistical Areas.[SMSAs]

- Institutions using RDS and located outside the 2
largest SMSAs

Instit tions using-the Alternate Disbursement System
CADS]

All',instctutions in the first group were-included in
the institutional saMple, -Institutionstwithin the
other three were clustered geographicallyto limit ,

traN1J. costs and further stratified by pstituAional,
typefland control (i.e.,,-public, private, and pro -

prietary).etary). Inst-itutions were selected from'each sub-
stratum with-probabilities proportional to size.

Recipients from each of the 305 selected institutions
were stratified by grant amount to provide better
estimak of the total absolute dollar error. It was
necessafto_sample. "validated" recipients at a highbr
rate than unvalidated recipients in order.to provide
more accurate estimates of this analytically. important

subgroup.

Over 90 percent-bf all students and parents in the sam-
plelresponded with an interview. This composite re-
sponse rate'can be broken down for dependent and inde-.
pendent students. and parents"'s follows:

- Dependents:

Independents:

students:
parents:

*94.6% -

93.6%

students: 18:7.4%

-parents: .61.0%
1%1*

1-4



The analysis thus far shows that nonresponse in the
survey will not significantly undermine.the study's
overall findings. Preliminary analysis shows that
nonrespondents do not differ significantly-om
respondents in terms of a variety of characteristics.

Chapter 3--batasCollection and Quality Control

Responsibility for data collection was divided between
Westat and Advanced Technology. Westat conducted
nationwide interviews with students and parents and
collected secondary data fromsthe IRS, tax assessors,
and financial institutions.. Westat's data collection'
occurred from February to April 1991. Advanced
Technology collected institutIonal data. Site visits
to.institutionsoccurred from March to May 1981.

nata collection questionnaires were developed from-
those'used in the 1978-79 Quality Control study. In
order to ensure their effectiveness, they were pilot
tested in the Washington, D.C., area among a small,
representative sample of,students, parents, and
institutions.

4

Westat usedits nationwide network to recruit approx-
imately 200 interviewers to conduct,the student and
parent interviews. Nearly all had previous survey
research interviewing experience; most had worked witha
Westat on previous studies. All student/parent inter-
viewers underwent rigorous training in interviewing
techniques and field procedure,

Advanced Technology recruited 13 individuals to collect
the' institutional data. All had considerable student
financial aid experile=e; several had advanced degrees.
It was felt that well- educated persons with recent work
experience in financial aid'offices-were needed to
conduct the specialized interviews ?ith Financial Aid
Administrators. The institutional interviewers were
provided with one week of intensive training in the use
of both the institutional questionnaire and student
record` abstract form.

Severel proCedures were instituted to guarantee the
timeliness and integrity of the data collection. Stu-
dent/parent interviewers were managed by seven full-
time in-field supervisors. These regional supervisors.,
reported-each week to the home, office by telephone and

1-5
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by using a computer assiated management system. The
institutional interviewMPs were supervised directly by
the home office and were requ ired to- report each, week
by telephone. For both survey operations, updates to
procedures were communicated tq interviewers by fre-
quent field memoranda. The .following\were procedures
usedto ensure the reliability of the data:

- Eachquestionnaire was edited fOr omissions,
ambiguities, or isplac4pd codes by the inter-
viewer, by the field supgrvisori and finally by the
coding staff in the home office.

- A random sample -of approximately 10 pgrcent of all
completed cases was validated. Students, parents,
and Financial Aid Administrators were telephoned,
asked to comment on the conduct of the interviewer,
and re-asked two or three key questions.,

- All interviewers were monitored in the field by
senior staff at least once during the data
c6llectAn.

Chapter 4 - -Data Processing

All survey questionnaires and secondary data were
compiled,' edited, and converted to machine - readable
tapes using standard ADP procedures. Standard
procedures included:

VO

S.

- Preliminary manual edit tocheck for completeness
and consistency

- Coding for data entry

- Another manual edit for coding and interviewer
errors

- Key entry and key verification

- Machine edit for omissions, consistency, and valid,
data ranges

Frequency distributipns of each variable to check
for data errors not detected by manual and machine
edits

1 -6



When significant errors or 'omissions were discovered
duringtth% manual or machine edits, the respondent Or
interviewer was telephoned to retrieve the Correct
data,.

Once edited and entered onto tape, the clean data files
were reforMatted and merged into a master file for
access by SAS, a statistical so 'ftware package.

Chapter 5--Application.Prodessor Data Entry Error Analysis

L A random subsample of 1,250 BEOG applications was drawn
from our sample to analyze the error' rate associated
with data entry. All sub'sampled applications origin-,
ated from the Multiple Data Entry [MDE] processors.
The, disposition of the subsample, by proce.s'sor,
follows:

500 - College Scholarship Service [CSS]

500- American College Testing [ACT] Program

250 - Pennsylvania Higher Education Assistance
Agency [PHEAA]

The original application forms were visually compared
with the data contained on the 1980-81 Central
Processor's History/Correction File. Discrepancies
were tabulated manually.

a
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CHAPTER 2'

SAMPLE SELECTIONAND SAMPLING ERROR

SAMPLE DESIGN AND AMPLING 'PROCEDURES '

Design Objectives

The primary.objecti of the sample design was the selection

of a probability sample of students enrolled at educational

institutions involved in the 1980-81 BEOGProgram. The statis-

tically representative sample was used to document, compute, and

analyze the program-wide error rate' in progtam determinations

including eligibility, benefitamoufA, and ''-payments. To do this,

data were obtained from students, their parentS'Yand educational

institutions.

In terns of survey implementation, the'sample design had the

followiig objectives:

Limit the amount and cost. of field travel

Control the number of students and separate institu-
tions selected

Ensure the representation of a variety of institution
types

Provide as precise estimates as possible

The procedures descri e in
" So.

owing, which emprOyS

selection of units with probabilities ptloportionate to size,

yielded a sample meeting these objectives. Development of esti-

mated measures o size is discussed in the following paragraphs.

An important goal in sample design isto organize available

information for Aftawing.the sample so as to'reduce the variabil-'

ity of the characteristics of possible samples or to increase

2-1
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the preciSion of estimates. Ideally, the'sample design would

.result in a set of possible samples each of which closely resem-

bles the universe under study, while assuring'all'units a known

chance of selection.

Measure o,f Size

In an earlier su.rvey of BEOG recipients, the number of

students eligible for a grant-at an institution was.used to .

assign a seleCtion probability for the institution. The esEis-

Mated figures were used to obtain a "Measure of size" [MOS] for

the first-stage selection based on probabilities proportionate to

size. When the MOS is*not well correlated with the statistics

being estimated, one of two conditions will result: either the

number of student)t, in the sample will be subject to greater

variations than de-sired or great disparities in selection proba-
4

bilities for students will occur. When the latter happens, sub-
A

stantial inefficiencies or large sampling errors can result.

The institution-reported number of eligibles was obtained

from Department of Education data files. It is not surprising

that these figures rarely matched the actual number of recipients

at the time the institution was contacted. Frequently, this was

due to the fact that eligible students do not always apply for

grants each semester. Thus, the number of eligibiles generally

overstat4d the. size of the universe at the time of sampling. In

the selectign scheme described in the llowing, the estimated

number of eligibles was used to improve the design in a manner

2-2
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som4h'at different from that of previous studies. This method is

less affected by the accuracy of the estimates:

Size of institution was involved at two-points in the

design..2 First, the number of eligibles, indicated on the OE data

tape, was used in the formation of geographic clusters of insti-

tutions. these clusters were' constructed so as to contain

roughly equal numbers of eligibles. For this purpose,'accuracy

of the size measure was relatively less critical th:.an in the pre-

viouz study.

-After clusters were selected, the schools in the. clusters

were contacted'by telephone. This. fairly inexpensive effort .was
I

aiAled at obtaining more precise and accurate estimates of the

actual number of recipients a eat institution, With such mea-

sures, a subsam le of instit io was designated which allowed
.

for greater con rol of t sample size and of sampling

errors.

Desired Sam

On stud(objec 'Are was o ensure that the confidence inter-

val for national es imates of the case and dollar error for

program-widip, stude t, and school groups not exceed plus or minus

'5 percent with 95 percent confidence. Thus, -the coefficient of

variation (standard deviation divided by the mean) should be less

than .025 for the overall estimate of the case error rates and

dollar error amounts.' Below we' discuss the implication of this

requirement on the number of udents required in the,sample.

2-3



During the previous study of 1978-79' recipients, it was

estimated that approximately 84 percent of all institutions had

an average net dollar error of practically zero (less than $2)..

, To estimate this characteristic with the required precision, a

simple random sample of 305 institutions would be required. That

is if the square of the coefficient df variation is expressed as:

2 (1 -p)V2
P p R.

This formula can be solved for desired sample size:

n (1-P) 1

P V2

If p, the proportion of interest, equals .84, then the of

schools required to restrict the relative variance to (r025)2 is:

n = .16
305

(.84) (.00625)

This characteristic is just one of many statistics of interest:

therefore, use of this sample size will not produce equally

accurate estimates for other characteristics.

The most important characteristics to be estimated pertained

to students, not to institutions. Statements about the percentage

of students with particular characteristics are more germane to

the study tha

the number of

L

observations about institutions, Below we discuss*

tUdents desired in the sample.

2-4
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An important student characteristic is that of absolute

dollar error. One estimate of the dollar error can be,,modeled

simply as the product of two raffidom variables:

where

x= Re

x = average absolute dollar value of errors

P = the probability of making an error

= the average of theicbsolute dollar value of the
error given that an error was made

,

The coefficient of variation of such an estimate based on a

simple random sample of n units is expressed as:

where

nP

Q = .1 - p

V
e = the-coefficient of variation of the amount of

error for those cases which are in error

n = the)number of_units (school or students)

This fOrmula can be rearranged to develop an xpression for

deSired sample size:

V2 + Q
n e

P(V-g.)
x

.

Determination of the numberlof studentS required in the sample to

yield the estimated coefficient of va pation 'requires estimates

a
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of V2 and P. Based upon our previous study, V2 = .935 and P. =

.431. Using these values, a sample.of 5,600 students would be

needed:

n = .935 + (1-.431)

(.431)(.025)1
5583

p

We felt that the value of \T in this study wou-14....be consider-

ably below..935 for two reasons: (1) The method of selecting

clusters differed, from the prior study in a way that reduced

homogeneity within the clt4ters. This resulrd in smaller

between-cluster variances and in reduced design effects. Sample

clusters would be created by intentionally combining schools of

different sizes and hopefully reducing tlie rate of homogeneity

(ROH). (2) The average cluster size would be reduced. By

forming smaller clusters of roughly equal size and by sampl.ing

more of these Clusters, as discussed below, any undeiiiable
. .

effects of clustering would Ide reduced still further:

The design effect is given by:

deff = 1 + (ROH) (8-1)
.

.. N Pcy:
With the rate of hothogeneity (ROH) and average cluster size

(B) both decreasing, we'expected a co' siderable reduction in V2.
e

From our experience, it appeared that V2411rshoud be lowered toe,.
gr

the 0.4 to 0.5 range. At 0.5 the required sample size was about

4,00Q student-s:

n.= .5 + (17r.431)
3968

. .

(.431) (.025)



Institutional $4 rb arda

The sample. d.fpr selection of .institutions is the

Institutional Master isle maintained by the Office of Stu-

dent Financial 'Assistdia4;.L:
C'

the institutions approveC4O...,Vartj;ipat.ion, and.eata are added
,

.! ? ti d 't 4. : ' --;No. ,Sk_ :,..p. .

as, the-grant program is implented'and Varterly reports are
.-.4.-p6.0 ... .

).received. The 1979-80 filet...Nes
&&A

ed: The file identified the
tlItot-
,-

most up-to-date list of pqrti
4v
cipating institutions and the number

., .4 6 4

file is created each year from

and value of grants awarded in the previous academic year.

For sampling purposps, i0w4 desirable to have a comprehen-

sive listing of schools, participating in the BEOG program and to

have, for each of these Schools, thp number of grants given for

the academic year 1980781 at the time of the survey. This latter

figure served ideally as a measure bf size in drawing a sample/4.'44'

schools, It is believed that the participating schools will be

adequ4.tely identified by the 1979-80. IMF, as described above.

The number of grants given
8

in the previous year was used as proxy

for the 1980-81 grants where such information was available on

the .IMF.

Use of previous year grants resulted in several problems.

First, the institutional. sample needed to selert_branbh_bampuses

of multicampus institutions independently to avoid excess travel

costs. However, the number of grants awarded to a .mulLcampds
114Ft v 0 -

.institution is'usually included in the central campus ecord;'

'dlanks are recorded for, number of grants to the branch campuses.

-2-7
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available, the number of grants was distributed fusing other

Therefore, it was necessary to allocate the total number of

grants among the central, institution ana -its branches.

If enrollments for the main campus and the branches were

available, these enrollment data were used to allocate the total

number of grants to tifjpatmenches. If enrollment data were not

assumptions. As in the previous survey, we assumed that the main

campus had 'three times the number of grants of any branch anl

that all branches had an equal number of grants.

I
Recipient Sample Frame

The recipient sample frame was institution records of grant
O

recipients as of the early part of 1980-81 academic year. This

frame was expected to contain virtually all 1980-81 grant year

recipients. However, certain types of students were dflitted such

as late grant applicants, students whose applications have not

been approved, students enrolling for second term, etc.

Sample Selection- Procedures

The sampling procedures involved two Phases: (1) selection

of a, sample of institutions rd (21-se3'egtion of a sampling of

students at the selected institutions.
1

Selection of Institutions

,

The first step in selection of th:nstitut.ion sample was

the slarting of schools from the,master file into four groups:

Institutions with over 5,000 eligibles'

Institutions using Regular Disbursement System [RDS]
iodated in the 25. largest SMSAs

2-8



Institutions using Regular Disbursement System [RDS1
not located irf the 25 largest SMSAs

Institutions using Alternative Delivery System [ADS] or
institutions for which there were no available eligi-
bility counts on the master file

The sample size was allocated to these four grOups accord-

ing.to the number of eligibles. For the fourth group, eligibil-
,

%
ity counts were estimated using data from the earlier BEOGs

study. All institutions -in the first group were include.d in the

institution sample. InstitUtions were sele"a7ed from the other

three groups as described in the following paragraphs.

Institutions Using RDS in the 25 Largest SMSAs

Sample selection involved five steps for this group:

1. Select a systematic sample of about 150 institutions
from a list of all schools ordered by SMSA, type of
control, type of school, and number of eligibles.
Schools with large numbers of elgibileS, i.e., where
the number of eligibiles,exceeded the sampling inter-

0 were included with certainty at this stage.

2. Contact the schools selected above. and obtain an
improyed measure of size i.e., numberof recipients.
This new measure of size will be used in the final
probability proportional to size selection stage.

3. Forts substrata using type of control, type of institu-
tion, and size (eligibility counts).

'4. Allocate sample to substratum_ according to new measure
of size (recipients).

5. Select desired sample from each substratum with proba-

2-9
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Institutions Using RDS Not Located in 25 Largest SMSAs

Institutions in this group were selected using.an eight-step

procedure. *Geographic clustering was utilized for this group in

order to control, interviewing costs.

4

1. Sort institutions according to geographical Ideation 4._

using Wes at's .Zip Recode.,

Form geographic clusters of nearly equal size. Nearly
equal size means that the smallest cluster.in terms of
the number of eligibles cannot:be less than one half
the average size nor greater than twice the-average
size. Clusters-,formed by grouping multiple institu-
tions most often yielded a Work load of 20 to 29 cases;
single institution clusters most often produced 30 to,
39 cases.

3. Combine the above clusters,into 40 primary strata by
counting off one-fortieth of the clusters.

4. Select two clusters per stratum using. equal probabili-1
ties without replacement. ,

5. Contact schools in the RO clusters and secure a new -

measure of size, number of recipients. These measures
were collected using. telephone calls.

6. Stratify institutions according to type of control,
type of institution, and size (number of eligibles).

7. Allocate sample to substrata according to riew'measure
of size, number of recipient:

Select institutions from each subs 'cratum with probabil-
ities proportional to size.

Institutions Using ADS or Institutions Where Number of Eli:-
gibles Is Not Known

Institutions in this group were selected using a two-step

procedure.

1. Sort by whether institutions were inside or outside the
25 largest SMSAs, type of control, and type of institu-
tions'.

a
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2. Select institutions from the entire list uing;system-
atic sampling with equal probabilities.

The results of these procedures are summarized in the -f,q1-

lowing three tables. The first twpetables cover the certainty

groups (rows with size of instit4ttAns over 5,000) he two
.

RDS groups. table includes ADS schools and Schools for

which deter had estimates.

Selection of 5tuts from_Sampleinstitutions

Lists of studentreceiving-tasic Grants were obtained from

the sampled institutions during aeperiod ale eight weeks. If'the

lists were not received in the mail on a timely basis, on-side

visits were, made to select "a sample. Students were stratified by

dollar grant araqunts,,to provide better estimates of the total

absolute dOI-Lax,ercgirs
,

\r, ,.,,._-
1. .

. .ItOorder to"as"Sdre that at leas 1,000 students identified
',

by the 1pstitetions as "validated" students were included in the
.

sample, we asked each institution to identify the total nurdber af

students to be validated from their institution. Then, depending

on the number of total students to be validated, ye separated the,

two lists and selected proportionately from the two lists of

recipients. This provided, us with at least'1,000 "validated"

student:

Detailed Procedure

1. To ensure accurate probabilities in student selection :L

separate lists sortedgby,grant amour were compiled,for each

validation status. ..uZ9nsmaller instf ions all recipients'

2-11
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Institutional Universe Inside 25 Largest SMSAs Institutional Sample Inside 25 Largest S8S1ls,

Size of

Institution Schools Grants Schools Grants Schools Grants Schools Grants Schools Grants Schools Grants Schools ,rants suhools scants

Universities Universities
4 years 2 years Other Total 4 + years 2 years Other Total

Public r

Private

Total 454

Proprietary

0-99
*100-
500-

1500-

>5k

0-99 7 588 16 548 9

100- 19 5,344 83 23,637 9

500- 33 31,835 89, 75,637 4

1500-- 62 173,157 44 128,402 --

>5k 6 44,805 2 15,106

Total 127 234 22

,0-99 123 5;875 107 4,821 19
100= 208 56,106 35 7,858 8
500- 95 79,576 6 '5,190

1500- 27 64,833 1 3,260
>5k 1 5,067 -- --

149' 27.

09 398 70 , 3:484 451
4 1,213 77 18,353 189
5 ,205 12 10,723 31

-- -- -- 2

--

Total ' 18 159 / 673

Total
V

' 0-99' 139 6,961 193 8,853 479
100- 231 62,663 195 49;848 -206

1 500- 133 116,616 107'- 91,550 35

1500, 89 237,990 45 131,662 2

>5k 7 49,872 2 15,106 --

Total 599' 542 722

466

1851
2,951

--

538

-2,103

--

19,068

40,934
25,346
3,078

I

L.-

t.
20;072

44#888
28,297,

3,078

--

32 1,602 - --- -- -- -- --
111 30,832 3 855 3 828 6 1,683
126 110,423 1 752 8 6,073 -- 9 6,825
106 301,559 8 27,594 7 22,994 15 50,528

8 59,911 6 44,805 2 15,106 8 59,911

383 18 20 38

249 11,334 1 96 1 " , 25 2 121
251 66,067 18 5,710 2 564 20 6,334
101 84,166 7 7,102 1 576 8 7,678
28 68,093 -- ' -- --
1 5,067 1 5,067 1 5,067

630 27 4 31

530 22,950 1 79 6 294 7 373
270 60,500 3 654 12 3,005 15 3,659
48 41,274 2 ' 1,378 2 '1,416 4 2,794
2 3,078 -- -- -- -- --

,,-- -- .

--

850 6 20 26

4

811 35,886 1 96 2 104 6 294 9 494
632 157,399 21. 6,625 8 2,046 12 3,005 41 11,676
275 236,463 8 7,854 11 8,027 2 1,416

7 12,994
21 17,297

136 372,730 8 27,534 -- -- 15 50,528
9 64,978 7 49,872 2 15,106 --,, 9 64,978

1,863 30 20 95

* FIGURE 2-1

- INSTITUTIONAL UNIVERSE AND SAMPLE:
IDS, INSIDE 25 LARGEST SMSAit.



Institutional Universe Outside 25 Largest SMSAs Institutional Sample Outside 25 Largest SMSAs

Size of

Universiiies
4 + years 2 years

UniverAties
Other Total 4 years 2 years Other Total

Institution Schools Grants Schools Grants Schools Grants Schools Grants Schools Grants Schools Grants schools (,rants urants

Public

16

72

195

198
10

1,183

24,708

184,147

507,265
59,727

11

422

225

50

/ 1

3,473

115,357
181,414

102,931
5,471

73

24

4

3,202

6,280
3,116
--

100

518

424

248

11

7,858

146,345
368,677

610,196
56,198

--

4

20

26

10

--

1,166

18,259

73,063

59,727

1

23

21

3

1

36

7,746
18,517

7,056

5,471

0-99
100-
500-

1500-
>5k

Total 491 709 101 1,301 60 49

Private
1

0-99 73 4,059 176 1 7,678 24 878 273 12,615 -- -- 2 81
100- 406 120,498 92 20,330 3 986 501 141,814 22 7,630 6 1,762
500- 185 145,909 13 8,695 -- 198 154,604 19 16,406 1 67,7

1500- 10 21,510 -- -- 10 21,510 2 5,330 --
>5k -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ....-

Total 674 281 27 982 43 9

Proprietary
i

0-99 14 535 107 5,118 736 28,269 857 33,922 1 98 6
100-

500-
7

5

1,495
4,753

85
16

20,114
11,496

174
16

36,428

11,711
2,6

37

58,037
27,960

5 ,,

--_ i

1,483

--

1

2

1500- --
1 1 2,188 1 2,057 2 4,245 --

>5k

Total 26 - 209 927 1,162 6 '9

Total

0-99 103 5,777 294. 16,269 833 32,349 1,230 54,395 -- - 4 215 6
100- 485 146,701 599 155,801 201 43,694 1,285 346,196, 26 8,796 34 '-10,991 1

500- 385 334,809_ 254 201,605 20 14,827 659 551,241, 39 34,665 22 19,194 2
1500- 208 528,775 51 105,119 1 24057 260 635,951 28 78,393 3 7,056 --
>5k 4 10 59,727 1 5,471 -- -- 11 65,198 10 59,727 1 5;471

.-

Total 1,191 1,199 1,055 3,445 103 64 = 9

FIGURE 2-2

INSTITUTIONAL UNIVERSE AND SAMPLE:
RDS OUTSIDE 25 LARGEST SMSAs

4".

- 1 36

27 8,912
41 36,776

29 80,119
11 65,198

109

2 81

28 9,392

20 17,083
2 5,330

--

52

268 7 366

183 6 1,066

1,884 2 1,884

-- -- --

15

268 10 483

183 61 19,970

1,884 63' 55,743
-- 31 85,449

11 65,198

176



Institutional Universe Institutional,Sample

.

Univer-
sities

Uniyer-
sities

4-yr. 2-yr. Other Total 4-yr. 2-yr. Other Total
A

Inside 25 Public 9 32 31 72 Public 0 0 1 1
Largest
SMSAs Private 72 124'1/4 76 272. Private 5 4 3 12

Proprietary 12 58 129 199 Proprietary 0 %3 8 11
.

.,

, Other 0 0 10 10 Other 0' 0 0 0

Total 93 214 246 553 Total 5 7 12 24

Outside Public 8 129 86 223 Public 1 5 4 10
25

Largest Private 41 188 143 372 Private 3 9 5 17
SMSAs

Proprietary 7 118 221 346 Proprietary 0 5 11 16

Other O. 0 7 7 Other 0 0 0 ' 0
.

.

Total 56 -435 457 948 Total 4 19 20 43

FIGURE 2-3

INSTITUTIONAL UNIVERSE AND SAMPLE:
ADS STRATA
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names and addresses were written on the appropriate sheet, thus

effectively stratifying students by grant amount. For larger

institutions, particularly when sampling on-site, a sample of _1--'.

in k students was selected, where k is chosen)to yield no more

than 300 names. Only the saMpled.names were stratified by vali-

dation status and sorted by amount.

2. After the listing sheets had been completed, a system-

atic samvle was drawn from each list., It was necessary to sample

validated students at a higher rate. The sampling fractions were

established so. that the final samples would be self-weighting

within the two groups, validated and unvalidated. It was neces-

sary to sample validated students at a higher rate to achieve the

desired sample size.

3. Based on the desired 4,000 completed student instru-

ments, 1,000 of Whom were validated from 305 participating insti-

tutions, and an anticipated completion rate of .87 (this was the

completion rate for the 1978-79 study), an average of 15 recipi-

ents per institution' were selected.

0

While the two samples are self-weighting, the sample weights.

for unvalidated students are 6 times (635) as high as the sample

Weights for validated students (105.8); Therefore, estimates of

Overall aggregates, averages, and proportions-have.to be weighted

estimates.

2-15



ESTIMATION OF SAMPLING ERROR

51. Student Characteristics

Every estimate of a total, R, can be expressed as the sum of

four components, as follows:

X = X
1
+ X2 + X3 t R4 (1)

where R, is the estimate from the certainty schools, R2 is the

estimate from the ADS schools, R3 is t4 estimate from theRDS

schools in the 25 largest SMSA's; and R4 is the estimate from the

remaining schools. Since the samples were drawn independently in

each stratum, the variance of R is the sum of the variances of
.

the four components. That is,

A
Var X = Var

1
+ Var R

2
+ Var R

3
+ Var R

4'

The variance of a ratio A = 2/R may be approximated as

2
A A

[

X Y2

Var X Var Y 2Cov(X,Y)]
Var R - [A ^ ^

X R2

where-

(2)

A A ^

.cov(X,Y) = Cove(X
11

Y
1,

) + Cov(X
2
,Y

2
) + Cov(X

3'
Y
3

) + Cov(X
4'

Y
4

) .

We examine these components separately.

2-16
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In the certainty schools, the selection of students provides

the Only source of sampling error in our estimates. Withih each

school students were separated into two lists, validated and

unvalidated, sorted by grant amount, and then each list was

systematically sampled. An estimate of Var X, is then

nv...1

Var R
1

= E'
nv

E E

s NIES 2(n
v

- 1) i=1 w )

2

ix i , i +1

where

i denotes the individual case in its order of selection;

wi denotes the case weight;

v specifies whether the Case is validated or unvalidated;
.

n
v is the number of validated (obi unvalidated) students

responding in a particular school; and

s denotes the school.i

Similarly, Cov(R1,Y1) can be computed as

nv-1
n
v ,

Z Z E

s VES .

2(ry '- 1) i=1 (WiXi 14i+lxi+1)(Wilii Wi+lYi+1)

Within a few schools, validated and unvalidated respondents were

pooled to f1acilitate computation:

The sample of ADS schools was selected from a sorted list

t

e4

using systematic sampling with equal probability.

2-17
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where

p

An egtimate'of Var X
2

is then:

n
s
-1

nA 2
Var X2 (X, - X, )

.2(n- - 1) s=1 s s+1
s

s indexes a school in its order'bf selection;

n
s

equals the number of ADS schools responding;

x' equals E w.x. , the total for school s
ic s 1 1

i denotes the individual case; and

w. denotes the case weight.
a --

Cov(X2,Y2) is computed as

n
s
-1

n

(x' YI )

g s+1 s ,s+12(n
s

s

- 1) s=1

-

The RDS schools within the 25 largest SMSA'S were ordered by

'SMSA, control type, sdhbol type, and number of eligibles prepara-

4

tory to seledting a preliminary sample of schools systematically

with probability proportional to the number of eligibles. Al-

though the sample was drawn with a single random start, for the

purpose of variance estimation we assume that we have independent

strata defined by SMSA and estimate Var X3 as,follows:
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where

nSMSA
Var X3 = E n .-1

SMSA SMSA
(x'

seSMSA
)

SMSA

denotes a school;

n
SMSA equals thla:number of schools responding from a

particular SA;,

x' eqUal the total for school s;les 1 1

equals o-------
1

x' , the average. school levelSMSA
nSMSA seSMSA s

total within an SMSA;

denotes the individual case; and

denotes the case weight.

Cov (X3Y3) is computed as

n
SMSA

SMSA nSMSA -1
(xr = R' s)(y' - ).

scSMSA s SMSA s SMSA

In two cases there was o
ily a single school responding n an'

.. t
.

SMSA. Where this happened, e pooled data from the SMSA adjacent

in our sorted list to facilitate the calculations.

The RDS schools outside the 25 largeseSMSA's were-ordered

and grouped into clusters of roughly equal.size. Clusters'were

grouped into,40 strata. The first stage-of sample,selection

chose two clusters per stratum with equal probability. An

expression for the variance estimate'Var X4 is
..A
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401 , n

11=1 nh-- P.

where

-denotes the-cluster;-

dencresthe Stratumf
,

'eqUals-the number_ of- clusters responding from

stdtiafir

*.-------.1

- .

x' lApals J Z w.1 x.
1
the total fc 'cluster c;

icc

x' equals
1- x' the average cl ster total in
nh cch

stratum h;

denotes the individual case; and

Wit denot- es the case weight.

Similarly,
Cov(A

I,Y4) is computed as

2
0 n

h

h=1 nh
(x'

cch c
-

hx1h )(Y1c Y1)
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Estimated Sampling Errors

In.;-this section we present estimated sampling errors

developed using the methods described in the previous section.

For each statistic we present the estimate itself, the standard

error Of the estimate, and the coefficient of variation (stindard

error of the estimate divided by the'estimate). Estimates pre-
.

'sented in thesetables will,,not agree Strictly with estimates

presented in the text of Volume 1 fortwo reasonsvt First, the

estimates presented here were developed using software procedures

different from the software utilized for Volume 1 estimates.

These differences in computer rounding and truncation can bei

expected to account for large portions of the small differences.

Second, development of the estimates presented here is based on a

slightly different methodology concerning assumptions about

missing or incomplete:data.

Figure 2-4 pr'd'serits the ttandard#errors of estimated aggre-

gate payment errors. The coefficients of variation for student
rTh

and case error are always less than 11 percent, and the coeffi-

cient for total absolute-case error is only 6 percent. Estimated

standa0 errors for number of cases with payment or eli ibility

errrors are presented Win Figure.2-5. The standard er ors for

estimated,nUmbers of rfayment*errors ar4:generally below 10 per-

cent. Occurrence of eligibility erorrs,,except AEP and FAT, is

extremely rare. For the course length requirement we uncovered

2-21 0'
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only one error in our entire sample. Therefore, the coefficie'nts.
1

of variation.wll appear to be high.' Howesier, the standard

errors are low en\' ugh so that reasonably tight confidence

intervals exist.

Standard errors for average payment, errors are presented in

Fi2.re 1-6. These standard errors are generally $20 or less;

thus, 95 percent confidence intervals would generally have a

width of $80 of less.
0

The remaining tables provide sampling errors for tlie various

estimates for the following categories:

Type of Control
Type of Institution
Grant Type
Validation Status

Figures 2-7 to 2-18 are for ther various aggregate payment

errors; Figure 2-19 to 2-24 are for numbers of cases with payment

errors; Figures 2-25 to 2-36 contain sampling errors for average

payment errors; and finally, Figures 2-37 to 2-45 are for the

estimate number of cases with' eligibility errors.

Comparing estimated coefficients ofviriation between the

i(OF'earlier 1978-79 study and the current study reveals that for may

of the overall estimates the current study almost always yielded'

lower coefficients of variation. However, the differences in

survey instrumentation, field work proceduret grant levels,

etc., ,between the two studies imply that any comparisons such as

- these must be done with extreme caution.
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Statistic
Estimate

.($ millions)

Standard
Error of
Estimate

'Coefficient
of Variation

OVERPAYMENTS

Institution
Student
Case

UNDERPAYMENTS

264:05
263.44
511.73

30.06
18.96
37.00

0.11
0.07
0.07

Institution 93.65 12.85 0.14
Student 46.75 4.75 0.10
Case 125.77 13.31 0.11

NET PAYMENT ERROR

Institution 170.40 33.00 0.19
Student 216.69 17.09 0.08
Case ,;\ 385.96 37.50

f

0.10

ABSOLUTE PAYMENT ERROR -

Institution 357.71 32.38 0.09
Student 310.19 21.73 0.07
Case 637.51 41.07 0.06

tt,

FIGURE 2-4

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS:
SELECTED AGGREGATE DOLLAR ESTIMATES

4
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0
Statistic

Estimate
(Thousands)

Standard
Error of
Estimate

Coefficient.
of Variation

Institution-Overpayment 597.60 55.25 0.09

InstitUtion Underpayment 373.27 43.36 0.12

Student, Oyerpayment 665.43 41.50- 0.06

Student Underpayment 203.08 17.47 0.0
Case Overpayments 1,141.84 66.85 0.06

Case Underpayments "1.04 45.12 0.09.

ELIGIBILITY ERRORS'

Academic Progress H-28.58 8.56 0.30

Enrollment Status 2.27 1.19 0.52

Course Length
Degree Program

.68
1.36

.68 1.00
a,71

Possesses B.A. 4.08 1.69 0.41

Missing AEP 92.90 25.11 0.27

Missing FAT 102.28 15.04 0.15

LOan Default -
.91 .70 0.77

Citizenship 1.36 .96 0.71

FIGURE 2-5

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS:
SELECTED ESTIMATES OF CASES WITH ERRORS
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Statistic ,.

Estimate
(Dollars)

Standard
Error of
Estimate

Coefficient
of Variation

AVERAGE OVERPAYMENT

Institution
:Student
4 Case

AVERAGE UNDERPAYMENT

Institution
Student
Case

qp.

AVERAGE NET ERROR.

Institution
Student
Case

AVERAGE ABSOLUTE ERROR

Institution
Student
Case

442
396
448

251
230
256

74
93

. 167

, 156
133
276

.

j

34
)7
20
t

19'

13
15

'14

16

13
8

14

4

0.08
0.404

0,05

.0.08
0.06
0.06

0.19 .--.

0.08
0.10

0.08
0.06,
o.o$P

FIGURE 2-6 ,

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS:'
SELECTED AVERAGE DOLLAR ESTIMATES'

r-

111
of
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3

Category
Estimate

($ millions)
Standard

Error
Coefficient
of Variation

$

TYPE OF CONTROL

Public 169.93 27.40 0.16

Private 12.77 0.23

. "Proprietary 38444 12.07 0.31

TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Four-Year. 166.54 23.98 0.14

Two-Year 72.67 17.42 '0.24

Other 24.84 9.89 0.40'

GRANT TYPE

In ependent 124.75 16.70 0.13

..De endent 139.30 17.37 0.12

VALIDATION STATUS

Non-Validated 251.82 28.53 0.11

Validated 12.23 2.12 0.17

ALL CATEGORIES COMBINED 264.05 30.06 0.11

S

FIGURE 2-7

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
INSTITUTION OVERPAYMENT
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Category
Estimate

($ millions)
Standard

Error
Coefficient
of Variation

TYPE OF CONTROL

Public
Private ...11...

Proprietary

TYPE OF INSTITUTION

161.05
71.03
31.35

16.34
11.71
8.08

r

0.10
0.16
0.26

Four-Year 190.09 18.07 0.10
Two-Year '53.56 7.79 0.15
Other 19.79 4.94 0.25

GRANT TYPE

Independent 99.94 11.86 0.12
'Dependent 163.50 12.98 0.08

VALIDATION STATUS

Non-Validated 252.13 18.70 0.07
Validated ' 11.31 1.15 0.10

4,

ALL CATEGORIES COMBINED 263.44 18.96 0.07

FIGURE 2-8

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
STUDENT OVERPAYMENT

2-27
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Estimate Standard Coefficient
($ millions) Error of Variation

TYPE OF CONTROL

Public
Private
Proprietary

323.04
124.18
64.51

a

35.13
20.46
16.19

.40.11
0.16
0.25

TYPE OF INSTITUTION °

Four-Year 350.26 30.84 . 0.09

Two-Year 121.05 21.81 0.18

Other 40.42 12.70 0.31

GRANT TYPETYPE

Independent 217.69 22.00.. 0.10

Dependent 294.04. 22.34 0%08

VALIDATION STATUS

Non-Validated 488.61 35.70 0.07

1Widated 23.12 2.41 0.10

-,

ALL CATEGORIES COMBINED 511.73 37.00 0.07

FIGURE 2-9

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
CASE OVERPAYMENT
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Category
Estimate Standard Coefficient

($ millions) Error of Variation

'TYPE OF CONTROL
*

Public
Private
Proprietary

61.02
5.72
26.90

11.71
1.46
6.69

0.19
D.26
0.25

TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Four-Year 32.46 8.26 0.25
Two-Year 4,0.33 8.84 0.22
Other 20.86 6.61 0.32 C.

GRANT TYPE

Independent= 49.05 9.07 0.18
Dependent 44.60 7.10 0.16

VALIDATION STATUS

Non-Validated 90..18 12.73 0.14
alidated 3.46 0.56 A.16

ALL'CATEGORIES COMBINED 93.65 12.85 0.14

FIGURE 2-10

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
INSTITUTION UNDERPAYMENT

2-29
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Category

Estimate
($ millions)

Standard
Error

Coefficient
of Variation

TYPE OF CONTROL

Public 29.26 3.90 0.13

Private 13.42 2.67 0.20

Proprietary 4.06 2.17' 0.53

TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Four-Year 34.77 4.21 0.12

'Two-Year 8.60 1.63 A 0.19

Other 3.37 2.13 0
1
63

GRANT TYPE

Independent 9.17 1.93 0.21

Dependent 37.58 4.31 -0.11

VALIDATION STATUS

Non-Validated 43.94 4.60 0.10

Validated 2.81 0.40 0.14.

ALL CATEGORIES COMBINED 46.75 4.7.5, 0.10

FIGURE 2-11

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
STUDENT UNDERPAYMENT
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Category
Estimate

($ millions)
Standard
Error

Coefficient
of Variation

'TYPE OF CONTROL

Public
Private
Proprietary

82.95
17.19

. 25.63

12.55
3.15
6.27

0.15
0.18
0.24

TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Foui-Year 60.70 9.55 0.16
Two-Year 44.64 9.16 0.21
Other 20.43 6.18 0.30

GRANT TYPE

Independent 52.07 9.09 0.17
Dependent .73.70 8.31 0.11

.VALIDATION STATUS

Non-Validated 119.89 13.14 0.11
Validated 5.88 0.65 0.11

ALL CATEGORIES COMBINED 125.77 `13.31 0.11

FIGURE 2-12

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
CASE OVERPAYMENT
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Category
Estimate

($ millions)
Standard

Error

TYPE OF CONTROL

Public 108.91 28.44

Private - 49.95 12.61

Proprietary- 11.54 13.33

TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Four-Year 134.08 25.39

Two-Year 32.34 17.42
Other. 3.9 11.48

GRANT,TYpE

Independent
Dependelnt 94.70 19.18

VALIDATION STATUS
0 a*

Non-Validated 161.63 31.52

Validated 8.77 2.24

ALL CATEGORIES COMBINED 270.40 33.00

C9efficient
of Variation

-

0.-26

0.25
1.16

0.19
0.54
2.88

0.36
0.20

0.19'
0.26

0.19

FIGURE 2-13
O

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:,
NET INSTITUTION ERROR

1.1
.4
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Category
Estimate

($ millions)
Standard
Error.

coefficient
9f Variation400^

TYPE OF CONTROL
. /

Public 230.96 31.09 c.13
Private 61.40 13.08 0.21
Proprietary 65.34 14.26 0.22

TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Four-Year 199.01 25.33 0.13
Two-Year. 113.00 21.43 0.19
Other (45.70 12.29 0.27

GRANT:TYPE

Independent ' 173.80 19.10 0.111
Dependerit 183.91 18.33 0.10

VALIDATION STAUS

Non-Validated 342%01 3O.97 0.09
...` Validated (1 15.70. 2.).4

4
0.14

ALL WF1ORIES COMBINED . 357.71 32.38 . d.09'
/

Ar.
FIGURE 2114-

. 4
1 A

STIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
ABSOLUTE INSTITUTION ERROR

4
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Category
Estimdte

($ millions)
Standard

Error
Coefficient
of Variation

TYRE,OF CONTROL
4

Public 131.79 14.26 0.11

Private 57.61 10.54 0.18

Proprietary '27.29 7.50 , , 0.27

TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Four-Year , 155.32 f 16.06- 0.10

Two-Year 44.95 7.09 0.16

Other 16.42 4.27 0.26

GRANT TYPE

Independent 90.77 12.18 ' 0.13

Dependent 125.92 11.32 0.09

VALIDATION STATUS

Non-Validated 208.19 16.99 0.08

;Validated 8:50 1.07 0.13

A L CATEGORIES COMBINED 216.69 17.09 0.08

co;

FIGURE 2-15 "

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
NET STUDENT ERROR

2-34
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Category
Es0.mate

($ millions)
Standard

E?ror
Coefficient
of Variation

TYPE OF CONTROL

Public 190.31 19.01 6.10
. Private 84.46 13.32 0.16
Proprietary 35.42 9.15 0.26

TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Four-Year 224.8 20.76 0.09
Two-Year
Other

62.1
23.17 iir..746.31

0.14
0.27

GRANT TYPE

Independent 109.12 11.84 0.11
Dependent 201.07 15.68 0.08

VALIDATION STATUS
;)

Nein-Validated 296.07 21.29 0.07
Validated 14.12 1.35 0.10

ALL CATEGORIES COMBINED 4310.19 21.73 0.07

4.1

. FIGURE 2-16

ESTIMA9ED SAMPLINg, ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
ABSOLUTE STUDENT ERROR
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Category
Estimate

($.millions)
Standard

Error
Coefficient
of Variation

TYPE OF CONTROL,

Public 240.09 33.33 0.14
Private 106.99 19.34 0.18
Proprietary 38.88 15.13 0.39

,

TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Four-Year 289.56 29.49 0.10
Two-Year 76.41 20.61 0.27
Other 19.99 11.83 0.59

GRANT TYPE

Independent 165.62 23.96 0.14

Dependent 220.33 22.24 010

VALIDATION STATUS ,

Non-Validated 368.71 36.36 0. 10

Validated 17.24 2.24 0.14

ALL CATEGORIES COMBINED 385.96 37.50 0.10

FIGURE 2-17

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
NET CASE ERROR *

,--

2-36
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Category
Estimate

($ millions)
Standard

Error
Coefficient
of Variation

TYPE OF CONTROL

Public 405.99 40.89 0.10
Private 141.37 21.98 0.16
Proprietary 90.15 19.34 0.21

4

TYPE OF INSTITUTION

our-Year 410.96 34.86 0.08
Two-Year 165.69 26.36 0.16
Other 60.86 16.09 0.26

GRANT TYPk,

Independent 269.77 23.64 0.09
Dependent 36/ 75 ,25.32 0.07

VALIDATION STATUS.

Non-Validated 608.51 39.66 0.07
Validated 29.01 2,55 0.09

ALL CATEGORIES COMBINED 637.51 41.07 0.06

j ' FIGURE 2-18

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
ABSOLUTE CASE ERROR

2-37
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Category
Estimate

(ThousandS)
Standard

Error
Coefficient
of Variation

TYPE OF CONTROL-

Public 465.91 56.58 0.12

Private 72.15 15.32 0.21

Proprietary 59.54 13.69 0.23

TYPE OF. INSTITUTION

Four-Year 338.31 36.19 0.11

Two-Year 216.30 46.19 0.21

Other 42.99 11.56 0.27

GRANT TYPE

Independent 285.26 36.19 0.13'

Dependent 312.34 26.58 0.09

VALIDATION STATUS

Non-Validated 569.01 52.87 0.09

Validated Z8.59 3.54 0.12

ALL CATEGORIES. COMBINED 597.60 55.25 0.09

FIGURE 2-19

ESTIMATED SAMPL. NG ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
CASES W H INSTITUTION OVERPAYMENT

.
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Category
Estimate

(Thousands)
Standard

Error'
Coefficient
of Variation

TYPE OF CONTROL

Public 299:70 43.28 0.14
Private 17.13 3.87 0.23
Proprietary 56.44 11.42 0.20

TYPE OP INSTITUTION

Four-Year 132.00 . 23.75 0.18 ,

Two-Year 200.15 38.78 0.19
Other 41.11 10.22 0.25

GRANT TYPE

Independent 185.99 28.38 .0.15
Dependent 187.28 23.55 0.13

VALIDATION STATUS

Non-Validated 357.28 0.12
Validated 15.99 1.69 0.11

ALL CATEGORIES COMBINED\ 373.27 43.36 0.12

FIGURE 2-20

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
CASES WITH INSTITUTION UNDERPAYMENT ,

coa
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Category
Estimate

(Thousands)
Standard

Error

TYPE' O' CONTROL

Publi
Private
Proprietary

421.71
182.25
61.46

40.88
21.72
14(00

TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Four-Year 479.70
Two-Year 142.27 1 .56
Other 43.47 1 .74

GRANT TYPE

.Independent 158.53 14.03
Dependent 506.90 35.87

VALIDATION. STATUS

Non-Validated 635.61 40.79
Validated 29.82 2.54

ALL CATEGORIES COMBINED 665.43 41.50

Coeffigient
of Variation

0.10
0.12
0.23

0.08
0.14
0.25

0.09
0.07,

0.06
0.09

0.96

FIGURE 2 -21

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
CASES WITH STUDENT OVERPAYMENT
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Category

f

,Estimate
(Thousands)

Standard
Error

Coefficient
of Variation

TYPE OF CONTROL

Public 122.17 14.52 0.12
Private 61.42. 10.80 0.18
Proprietary 19.49 8.50 0.44

TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Four-Year 15°0.28 14.51 0:10
Two-Year 36.82 7.37 0.20
Other, 15.98 8.29 0.52

GRANT TrPE

Independent 29.60 4.95 0.17
Dependent 173.47 16.12 0.09

VALIDATION STATUS

Non-Validated 191.14 16.81 0.09
Validated 11.94 1.57 0-.13

ALL CATEGORIES COMBINED 203.08 17.47 0.09

FIGURE 2-22

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
CASES WITH STUD'NT UNDERPAYMENT
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Category
Estimate

(Thousands)
!Standard

Error
Coefficient
of Variation

TYPE OF CONTROL

Public 803.14 72.79 0.09

Private 239.86 28.59 0.12

Proprietary 98.83 21.1'9 0.21

TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Four-Year 753.20 52.76 0.07

'Two-Year . 1 320.83 52.33 0.16

Other 67.80 17.79 0.26

GRANT TYPE

Independent 401.22 39.56 0.10

Dependent 740.62 43.21 0.06

VALIDATION STATUS

Non-Validated 1,089.30 64.59 0.06

VOidated 52.54 4.32 0.08

ALL CATEGORIES COMBINED 1,141.84 66.85 0.06

FIGURE 2-23

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
CASES WITH CASE OVERPAYMENT
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Category
Estimate

(Thousands)
Standard

Error
Coefficient
of Variation

TYPE OF CONTROL

PubliC 367.26 45.39 0.12
Privatp_ 71.18 11.2; 0.16
Proprietary 52.60 11.86 0.23

TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Four-Year 242.55 27.71 0.11
Two-Year 207.10, 39.29 0.19
Other 41.38 1i.41 0.28

GRANT TYPE

Independent 183.66 28.27 0.15
Dependent 307.39 26.98 0.09

VALIDATION STATUS

Non-Validated 466.26 44.09 0.09
Validated 24.78 2.28 0.09

ALL CATEGORIES COMBINED 491.04 45.12 0.09

FIGURE 2-24

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
CASES WITH CASE UNDERPAYMENT
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Category
Estimate Standard Coefficient
Dollars Error of Variation

TYPE OF CONTROL

Public 365
6' Private 772
Proprietary 646

TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Four-Year 492
Two-Year 336

Other 578

-1!

GRANT TYPE

Independent 437

Dependent 446

VALIDATION STATUS

Non-Validated 443

Validated 428

ALL CATEGORIES COMBINED 442

36 0.10
73 0.09
91 0.14

41 0.08
49 0.15

119 0.21

40 0.09
37 0.08

34 0.08
39 0.11

34 0.08

FIGURE 2-25

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
AVERAGE INSTITUTION OVERPAYMENT.
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Category
Estimate
(Dollars)

Standard
Error

Coefficient
of Variation

TYPE OF CONTROL
O

Public 382 17 0.64
Private 390 34 0.09
Proprietary 510 61 0.12

TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Four-Year 396/ 20 0.05
Two-Year 376 29 0.08
Other ? 455 54 0.12

GRANT TYPE

Independent 630 44 0.07
Dependent 323 13 0.04

VALIDATION STATUS

Non-Validated 397 17 0.04
Validated 379 24 0.06

ALL CATEGORIES' COMBINED 396 17 0.04

FIGURE 2-26

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
AVERAGE STUDENT OVERPAYMENT

G"
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Category
Estimate
(Dollars)

Standard
Error

qr.

A$

Coefficient
of Variation

TYPE OF CONTROL

PublgC 402 22 0.06

Private 518 40 0.08

Propriptary 653 51 . 0.08

TYPE OF INSTITUTION ,

Four-Year 465 24 a 0.05

Two-Year 377 35 0.09

Other 596 52 0.09

GRANT TYPE

, Independent 543 37 0.07

Dependent 397 0.05

VALIDATION STATUS

Non-Validated 449 21 0.05

Validated 440 29 0.07

ALL CATEGORIES COMBINED 448 20 0.05

FIGURE 2-27

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:.
AVERAGE CASE OVERPAYMENT
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Category
Estimate Standard Coefficient
(Dollars) Error of Variation

TYPE OF CONTROL

Public
PrivatePrivate
Proprietary

TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Four-Year
Two-Year
Other

GRANT TYPE

Independent
Dependent

VALIDATION STATUS

Non-Validated
Validated

ALL CATEGORIES COMBINED

4,

,

204 19 0.09
334 59

- 477 60 0.13

246 35 0.14
, 201 17 0:09

507 67 0.13

264 24 0.09
, 238 -24 0.10

252 20 0.0-8

217 28 0.13

251 19 0.08
1 1.

FIGURE 2-28

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
AVERAGE INSTITUTION UNDERPAYMENT
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Category
Estimate
(Dollars)

Standard
Error

TYPE OF CONTROL

Public 240 20

Private 219 24

Peoprietary 208 31

TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Four-Year 231 18

Two-Year 234 24

Other 211 35

GRANT TYPE

Independent 310 46

Dependent 217 15

VALIDATION STATUS

Non-Validated 230 14 .

Validated 236 21

It ALL 'CATEGORIES COMBINED 230 13

FIGURE 2-29

Coefficient
of Variation

0.08
0.11 .

0.15

0.08
0.10
0.17

0
0.15
0.07

0.06
0.09

0.06

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
AVERAGE STUDENT''UNDERpAYMENT

K
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Category
Estimate
(Dollars)

Standard
Error

Coefficient
of Variation

TYPE OF CONTROL

Public 226 16 0.07
Private 242 23- 0.10
Proprietary 487 59 0.12

TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Four-Year 250 20 0.08
Two-Year 216 17 0.08
Other 494 171 0.14

GRANT TYPE

Independent 284 24 0.08
Dependent 240 16 0.07

VALIDATION STATUS

Non-Validated 257 15 0.06
Validated 237 20 0.09

ALL CATEGORIES COMBINED 256H . 15 0.06

FIGURE 2-30

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
AVERAGE CASE UNDERPAYMENT
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Category
Estimate Standard Coefficient
(Dollars) Error of Variation

TYPE OF CONTROL

' Public 65 17 0.26

Private 117 25 0.22

Proprietary 61 65 1.07

TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Four-Year 92 18 0.20

Two-Year 46 24 0.52

Other 30 83 2.75

GRANT TYPE

,Independent
Dependent

VALIDATION STATUS .

16 21 ) 0.1.5

7 14 0.20
.

Non-Validated 74 14

Validated .
81 20

0.20
0.24

ALL CATEGORIES COMBINED 74 14 0.q

FIGURE 2-31

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
AVERAGE NET INSTITUTION ERROR

2-50
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Category
Estimate
(Dollars)

Standard
Error

Coefficient
of Variation

TYPE OF CONTROL

Public 138, 14 0.10
Private 144 25 0.18
Proprietary 344 42 0.12

TYPE OF INSTITUTION,

Four-Year 136 16 0.12
Two-Year 160 20 0.12
Other 347 39 0.11

GIANT TYPE
1/44

Independent 197 17 0.08
Dependent 130 13 0.10

VALIDATION STATUS

Non-Validated 156 13 0.08
Validated 145 18 0.12

ALL CATEGORIES COMBINED 156 13 0.08

FIGURE 2-32

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY LECTED CATEGORIES:
AVERAGE ABSOLUTE INS TUTION ERROR
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Category,
Estimate
(Dollars)

Standard'
Error

Coefficient
of Variation

erYPE OF CONTROL

Public
Private

.

Proprietary

78,

132'
139

7

16
33

- 0.09
0:12
0.24 ,

TYPE.OF INSTITUTION

Four-Year
...%

106 9 0.09

Two-Year 63 9 0.15

Other 115 30 0.26

GRANT TYPE

Independent 101 14 0.14

Dependent 88 6
9 0.07

VALIDATION STA S'\
Non-Validated 94 7 0.08

Validated 78 9 0.11

ALL CATEGORIES COMBINED 93 7 -1 0.08

FIGURE 2-33

'ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
AVERAGE NET STUDENT ERROR



Category
Estimate
(Dollars)

Standard
Error

Coefficl,ent
of VarWion

',TYPE OF CONTROL

Public 113 8 0.07
Private 194 17 0.09

- Proprietary 180 28 0.16

TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Fo ear 153 10 0.07
Two Year 87 10 s0.12
Other 162 21 0.13

GRANT TYPE

Independent 122 14 A0.12
Dependent 141 7 0.05

VALIDATION STATUS
9

Non-Validated . 134 8 0.06
Validated 129 10 0.08

ALL CATEGORIES COMBINED 133 8 0.06

FIGURE 2-34

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
AVERAGE ABSOLUTE STUDENT ERROR
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Category
Estimate
(Dollars)

Standard
Error

Coefficient
of Variation

TYPE OF CONTROL

Public
Priv4te
Proprietary

142
250
204

18
3Q
57

0.12
0.12
0.28

TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Four-Year 198 20 0.10

Two'1Year 107 27 0.25

Other 151- 68 0.45

GRANT TYPE

Independent 186k 27 0;15

Dependent 155 15 0.09

VALIDATION STATUS

Non-Validated 168 16 0.10

Validated

a

157 19 0.12

ALL CATEGORIES COMBINED 167 16 0.10

I

FIGURE' 2-35

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
AVERAGE NET CASE ERROR
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Category
Estimate
(Dollars)

Standard
Error

Coefficient
of Variation

TYPE OF CONTROL

Public 240 15 0.06
Private 330 28 0.09
Proprietary 473 39 0.08

TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Four-Year 281 '18 0.07
Two-Year 233 22 0.09
Other

1

459 31 0.07

GRANT TYPE

Independent 303 22 p. 0.07
Dependent 259 13 0.05

VALIDATION STATUS

Non-Validated 277 15 0.05
Validated 265 17 0.06

ALL CATEGORIES COMBINED 276 14 0.05

FIGURE 2-36

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
AVERAGE ABSOLUTE CASE ERROR
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Category Estimate
Standard
Error

Coefficient
of Variation

TYPE OF CONTROL

Public' 22,797 8,543 0.37

Private 2,265 1,189 0.52

Proprietary 3,513 1,8b3 0.51 A)

TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Four-Year 21,302 8,280 0.39

Two-Year 5,102 2,415 0.48

Oth4br 2,153 1,525 0.71

GRANT TYPE

Independent 12,714 5,333 0.42

Dependent 15,862 4,058 0.26

VALIDATION STATUS

Non-Validated 27,203 8,357 0.31

Validated 1,372 462 0.34

ALL CATEGORIES COMBINED 28,575 8,562 0.30

7

FIGURE 2-37

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
CASES WITH ACADEMIC PROGRESS ELIGIBILITY ERRORS
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Category Estimate
Standard
Error

Coefficient
of Variation

TYPE OF CONTROL

Public 2,153 1,183 0.55
Private 0 0
Proprietary / 112 112 1.00

TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Four-Year 1,360 962 0.71
Two-Year 793 689 0.87
Other 112 112 1.00

GRANT TYPE

Independent 1,473 968 0.66
Dependent 793 689 0.87

VALIDATION STATUS

Non-Validated 2,040 1,178 0.58,
Validated 225 159 0.71

ALL CATEGORIES COMBINED 2,265 l,189 0.52

FIGURE 2-38

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
CASES WITH ENROLLMENT STATUS ELIGIBILITY ERRORS
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Category Estimate
Standard
Error

Coefficieht
of Variation

TYPE OF CONTROL

Public s.
Private
Proprietary

680
0

0

680
0

0

1.00

TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Four-Year 680 680 1.00

Two-Year 0 0 .

Other 0 0 .

GRANT TYPE

Independent 0 0

Dependent 680 680 1.00

VALIDATION STATUS

Non-Validated 680 680 1.00

Validated 0 , 0

ALL CATEGORIES COMBINED 680 680 1.00

FIGURE. 2-39

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
CASES WITH COURSE LENGTH ELIGIBILITY ERRORS

1
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Category Estimate
Standard
Error

Coefficient
of Variation

TYPE OF CONTROL

Public
Private
Proprietary

TYPE OF INSTITUTION

1,360
0

962
.0
0

0.71
.

.

Four-Year 680 680 1.00
Two-Year 680 680 1.00
Other 0 0

GRANT TYPE

Independent 0 0

Dependent 1,360 962 0.71

VALIDATION STATUS

Non-Validated 1,360 962 0.71
Validated

i(7

0 0

ALL CATEGORIES COMBINED 1,360 962 0.71

FIGURE 2-40

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
CASES WITH DEGREE STUDENT ELIGIBILITY TRRORS '
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Category Estimate
Standard
Error

Coefficient
of Variation

TYPE OF CONTROL /

Public 2,720 0.51

Private- 1,360 962 0.71

Proprietary 0 0

TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Four-Year 2,720 1,360 0.50

Two-Year 1,3612:3 17001 0.74

Other 0 0

GRANT TYPE

Independent 2,040 1,210 0.59

Dependent 2,040 1,178 0.58

VALIDATION STATUS

Non-Validated 4,081 1,689 0.41

Validated 0 0 ,

ALL CATEGORIES COMBINED 4,081 1,689 0.41

FIGURE 2-41

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
CASES WITH B.A. ELIGIBILITY ERRORS
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Category Estimate
Standard
Error

Coefficient
of Variation

F

TYPE OF CONTROL

Public
Private $

Proprietary

51,453
22,911
18,535

21,947
7,736
8,017

0.43
0.34
0.43

TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Four-Year 61,903 23,231 0.38
Two-Year 16,542 6,177

.

0.37
Other 14,454 6,455 0.45

GRANT TYPE

Independent 35,691 12,933 0.36
Dependent 57,207 15,008 0.26

VALIDATION STATUS

Non-Validated 87,951 23,697 0.27
Validated 4,948 1,783 0.36

ALL CATEGORIES COMBINED 92,899 25,114 0.27

FIGURE 2-42
1

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
CASES WITH A.E.P. MISSING

\_
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Category Estimate
Standard
Error

Coefficient
of Variation

TYPE OF CONTROL

Public 66,449 15,260 0.23

Private 24,951 6,552 0.26

Proprietary 10,876 4,380 0.40

TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Four-Year 63,386 12,453 0.20

Two-Year 29,374 7,628 0.26

Other 9,516 4,209 0.44

GRANT TYPE

Independent 57,637 10,204 0.18

Dependent 44,639 7,690 0.17

IP

VALIDATION STATUS

Non-Validated 98,340 14,653 0.15

Validated 3,936 854 0.22

ALL CATEGORIES COMBINED 102,276 15,042 0.15

FIGURE 2-43

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
CASES MISSING F.A.T.
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Category . Estimate'
Standard Coefficient
Error of Variation

.TYPE OF CONTROL

Public 905 698 0.77
Private 0 0

Proprietary Q 0

TYPE OF INSTITUTION e
Four-Year 793 689 0.87
Two-Year 112 112 1.00
Other 0 0

GRANT TYPE

Independent 680 680 1.00
Dependent 225 159 0.71

VALIDATION, STATUS

Non-Validated 680 680 1.00
Validated 225 159 0.71

ALL CATEGORIES COMBINED 905 698 0.77

FIGURE 2-44

. ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
CASES WITHLOAN DEFAULT
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Category Estimate
Standard
Error'

Coefficient
of Variation

TYPE OF CONTROL

Public
Private
Proprietary

1,360
0

0

962
0

0 .

0.71
.

.

TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Four-Year 1,360 .962 0.71

Two -Year 0 0 .

Other 0 0 .

GRANT TYPE AP

Independent 680 630 1.00

Dependent 680 680 1.00

VALIDATION STATUS

Non-Validated 1,360 8622 0.71

Validated 0 0 .

ALL CATEGORIES COMBINED 1,360 962 0.71

FIGURE 2-45
A

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
CASES WITH CITIZENSHIP ELIGIBILITY ERRORS
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SURVEY RESPONSE RATES AND POTENTIAL NONRESPONSE BIAS

In the following section we discuss response rates for the

survey of parents and students and review the existing data for

potential nonresponse bias. As shown in-the.following section,

the response rate was high and any problem with nonresponse,bias

is likely to be of minor significance.

Response Rates for the Student/Parent BEOG Survey

The fieldwork carried out by Westat resulted in completed

questionnaires sufficient to verify all application fort entries

for 90 percent of the sampled grants. Details concerning this

respoi rate, as well as an alternative calculation, are

included below.

Defining response rates for the BEOGs Quality Control study

presents a unique problem because a case or grant could involve

two separate questionnaires. For a dependent student, it is

necessary to have a completed questionnaire from both the student

and parent in order to verify all the application entries. Fur- \\\--".
thermore, since both signed the application, their-cooperation is

11--11
mandatory.

For independent student grants, it is only necessary tb have

a completed student questionnaire to completely verify the appli-

cation entries. Those entries concerning parental support which

are used to establish independent status are verifiable using the

student questionnaire responses.

I
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The response rates shown in Figure 2-46 are based on three

general disposition categories--completed; unavailable for inter-

view; and refusers, avoiders, breakoffs, etc. Figure 2-47 lists

w ich detailed disposition codes have been combined in forming

these three general categories.

The rates are all based on the number of original sampling

points and questionnaire dispositions pr sented in Figure 2-47.

The 3 response rates for dependeAt student grants are all above

90 percent; nearly 95 percent for 'student questionnaires; and

almost 94 pergent for parents.. For 91 percent of the dependent

student grants we were able to get completed interviews, with both

the parent and student.

Response rates for dndependent student grants are not as

high, but for students we were able to complete over 87 percent

of the interviews. Since the.parent interview was voluntary for

independent student grants, the degree of cooperation was

expected to be low. These expectations were borne out as indi-

cated by the 61 percent response rate for independent parent

questionnaires. Of course, the percent of cases for which we

completed a student and parent ques'tionnaire also rtflects this

low level of cooperation, as indicated by the 58 percent paired

comPketion rate. As indicated by the footnotes in Figure 2-46,..

many parents were deceased, out of the country, or could not be

located.

The final two response rates are based on two methods of

combining dependent and independent grants. The first entry is
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Grant type and form of
questionnaires

.

Completed
_

Nonrespondents

Unavailable
for

Interview

Refusers,
APAvoiders,
Breakoffs, etc.

Dependent Student Grants:
.Student Questionnaire 94.6 1-.0 4.4
Parent Questionnaire 93.6 1.9 4.4
Student and Parent 91.4 2.2 6.4*

.
.

Independent Student Grants:
Student Questionnaire 87.4 1.0 11.6
Parent Questionnaire 61.0 15.6** 23.4***
Student and Parent

, , 58.4 15.3*

s

26.3

Dependent and Independent Grants:
Student and Parent 79.5 6.9 13.6*
Student and Parent for 90.0 1.8 8.3*
Dependent Student Grants
and Student Questionnaire
for Independent Student

.

Grants . ,

FIGURE 2-46

RESPONSE -RA-T-E-S

grant is included in this category if parent, student, or both were
refusers, avoiders, breakoffs, etc.

**N y 52 percent (137 cases) of this 15.6 percent consist of deceased
parents; 36 percent (96 Aes) consist of pardnts who are out of the
country.

***Over- 41 percent (162 cases) of this 23.4 percAnt consist of parents who
could not be located.
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A. Dependent Student Grants

.

Parent Questionnaire
Disposition

,

Student Questionnaire Disposition

Completes

Nonrespondents
_ I ,

TotalsUnavailable for
Interview

Refusers,
Avoldets, Break-
otfs, etc.

Completes

Nonrespondents: Unavailable
Nonrespondents: Refusers,
Avoiders, Breakoffs, etc.

2,732

t40

57

15

12

2

' 53

5

74

2,800

57

133

2,990 1Totals 2,829 29 132

B. Independent Student Grants'

.

a

Parept,Questionnaire
*DIsposition

.

.

Student Questionnaire Disposition .

Nonrespondents

Completes

.

Unavailable for
Interview

RefuserS,
Avoiders, Break-

ffs, etc.

Totals

.

Completes

Nonrespondents: Unavailable
Nonrespondents: Refusers,

Avoiders, Breakoffs, etc.

985

245

245

4 ,

.

illk
9

4

,

40

10
, '145

1,029

.

264

394

Totals 1,475
ii.

17 195 1,687

FIGURE 2-47

PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE DISPOSITIONS, BY

1/4.1Li
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me

I

f

General
Category

etailed Disposition
Categories

tonlpletes 11 - Interview Completed
-

Unavailable for 14 - Extended illness
Interview 20 - Sampling error

21 - Out of country
22 - Deceased
35 - Away for field period

Ref users, Avoiders, 12 - Maximum Calls
Breakoffs, etc. 13 - Cannot Locate: Address from School

15 - Refusal/Breakoff
16 - Avoider i ,

17 - Language Problem
18 - Other ,

31 Cannot Locate: No address from School
32 - Other member refused

0, 33 - Refused because student quit
34 - No involvement with student, indepen-

dent parents only.

1

1

FIGURE 2-48

DISPOSITION CATEGORIES

i
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based on the demanding paired completion for both grant types.

4 Its value of about 80 percent reflects the problem of getting,

independent parents to cooperate.

The last entry of 90 percent is mott reflective of the study

requirements. Here we used the paired completes for dependent

student grants and student completes for independent student

41-ants. Thus, for 90 gerdent of.the,grants we have questionnaire

response sufficient to verify all application form entries.
461,

Analysis of Nonresponse Bias

-The'purpose of this analysis of nonresponse in the survey of

BEOG grant recipients is to determine the possible nonresponse

bias in estimating program-wide grant error amounts. Fven though

this survey-, as noted in the previous section, achieved very high

parent and student response rates (90 percent overall) , careful

analysis of the possible impact of the missing nonrespondents is

important to the credibility of the study's eventual findings and

conclusions.

The fieldwork carried out by Westat resulted in completed
0

questionnaires sufficient to verify all application form entries

for 90 percent of the sampled%grants. This composite rate can he

broken down into separate rates for independent and dependent

student grants as follows; Oueptionnaires were completed for

both students and parents for 91.4 percent of the dependent stu-

dent gra'nts. At least a student questionnairewas completed for

874,4 percent of the independent student grants.

0
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A

' Defining response rates for the BEOG Quality Control study,

presents a unique problem because a case or grant could,involve

two separate questionnaires.l For a dependent student, it is

necessary to have a completed questionnaire from both the student

and parent in order to verify all the application entries. Fur-

thermore, since both signed the application, their cooperation is

mandatory. For independent student grants, it is only necessary

to have a completed student questionnaire to completely verify

the application entries. Those entries concerning parental

support whith are used to establish independent status are veri-

fiable using the student questiohnaire ,responses.

Even with response rates this high, there is the possibility

.0.1100".that the respondents may be quite different from nonrespondents

in terns of disbursement error. While error in disbursements_ is

the focus of this :nuality Coptrol study, for nonrespondents it is

not possible to calculate grant error anount because we lack the

necessary verification data, which is normally obtained from

:interviewing respondents. However, we can. test the hypothesis

that "nonrespondents are students who nisrepresented their finan-
.

cal circumstances in order to obtain a substantially larger
.

grant disbursement..amount." I this hypotAlbsis were true, we

would expect nonrespondents to have received higher disbursements

In addition, data collected through the---atadent Record
Absttacts CSRA3 could .provide data sufficien to calculate a
.grant

.
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than respondents. -This could be tested by comparing the average

disbursement amount for respondents versus nonrespondents. How-

ever, data on actual disbursements were not available when this

analysis was performed. Available data on fall 1980 values of

the Student eligibility index (SEI), scheduled Basic Grant, and

expected disbursements are expected to be highly corrrelatcqe with D

actual disbursement and will be used in this analysis as proxies

for actual disbursements.

In later sections we compare the average values for these

three proxy variables for respondents and nonrespondents to

ascertain the extent to which the differences would be symptom-

s
atic of misrepresentation of financial circumstances for the

purpose of obtaining a substantially higher disbursement. While

minoifferences do exist, their levels are not sufficiently
fl

high to seriously undermine subsequent analysis.. Furthermore,

while nonredpondentlaependent student cases have higher expected
ws

disbursements than respondents, the opposite is true for indepen-

dent student cases, e.g., the potential biases are in the oppo-

site directions. Finally, the average differences are often

within the tolerances established for the student validation

procedures.l Thus, the evidence currently available does not

6.

1 The effettive tolerance is about S50 in terms of expected
disbursement. However, this tolerance is limited to only a
subset of the application items which affect the grant level.
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support the hypotheses that nonrespondents are receiving sub-
.

stantially larger grants than respondents.1

In this report we utilize data collected in the fall of

1980. -Spring 1981 data On enrollment status, actual and planned

disbursements, and more recently calculated scheduled entitle-

ments had already been collected; however, this data set was not

available for analysis. It is expected that an analysis using

the more recent data would yield identical conclusions with res-

pect to nonresponse bias.

Data Base Description

The data base for this analysis consists of elements from

four basic data sources as shown below:

BASIC DATA SOURCE ELEMENTS

Fall Student Eligibility Student Eligibility Index [SEI]
Report [SER] Scheduled Basic Grant

Expected Disbursement
Grant Status (Independent Or

Dependent)

Student Questionnaire Student Questionnaire
Disposition

Parent Oues-tionnaire

Master Sampling File

Parent Questionnaire
Disposition

Sampling Weight

Records from these four files were merged according to case'

identification numbers. The final merged file contains about

4,700 records, 1 for each originally sampled grant.

1 Note that it is still possible that nonrespondents might have
larger 'graft errors than respondents; but- ddta are not available
to make such,a test.
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The SEI, scheduled grant, and expected disbursements are

taken from the SER submitted by schools last fall. In other

parts of the main analysis report, the SEI taken from school

files in the spring is analyzed. As a consequence, average

scheduled grants and expected disbursements used in this analysis

will be somewhat higher than their spring counterparts because

students tend to reduce credit hours or drop out as the academic

year proceeds.

The purpose of this analysis is to assess differences in

SEI, grants, and expected disbursements between respondents and

nonrespondents; however, these values are oftentimes missing for

respondents and nonresporidents as indicated in Figure 2-49.

Figure 2-49 indicates that the chance of missing an SEI,

grant, or expected disbursement is higher for nonrespondents than

for respondents. Less than 1 percent of the respondent cases had

missing SEI: nonrespondents had missing SEI in 1.8 percent of

the cases. Missing expected disbursements occurred in 25 percent
4

of the respondent cases and 40 percent of the nonespondent

.cases. These differential missing data rates between respondents

and nonrespondents somewhat limit the strength. of any conclusions

which can be drawn from the following analysis.
a,

Discussion of Results

In this section the weighted average values for SEI,. sched-

uled grant, and expected disbursement are presented for respon-

dents and nonrespondents.
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Presence
of

Data Element

Data Element

4,

Student Eligibility Index Scheduled
Grant

Expected
Disbursement

Respondents Nonrespondents Respondents Nonrespondents Respondents Nonrespondents

Element Present

Element Missing

Total Cases

4166

37

4203

447

8

455

3193

1012

4205

288

167 /

455

3144

1059

4203
,

275

180

455

Cases with
% Missing

Data Element
0.9 1.8

,

24.1 36.7 I 25.2 39.6

FIGURE 2-49

INCIDENCE of MISSING DATA ELEMENT VALUES

ti
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These measures do not represent the ultimate foda-f this

Quality Control study:, measuring the levels of error in actual

disbursements is its major _purpose. We will not be able to

measure errors in the above three magnitudes for nonrespondents;

thus, we are left with assessing differences in their levels as a

measure'of potential.nonresponse bias.

Figure 2-50 presents information concerning expected dis-

bursements. The mean expected disbursement is $985.2 as indi-

cated in the left-most box. The next two boxes present the aver-

age values for respondents and nonrespondents with the circle

between thetwo boxes containing the difference between the

respective means. Nonrespondents had expected disbursements

about $28 higher than respondents. Independent student nonres-

pondents had expected disbursements lower by $32, while dependent

student nonrespondents had expected disbursements higher by $67.

None of these three differences is statistically different ;rom

zero. Furthermore, their levels are not large in a substantive

sense. The $28 difference is safely within the tolerances used

in the BEOG validation procedures.

Average scheduled grants are presented in Figure 2-51. The

overall difference of $53 and the difference, $89, for dependent

students are statistically different from zero; hOwever, their

level's are not much above the $50 tolerance used in the BEOG's

validation procedures. The difference of $10 for independent

students is of little consequence.

n')
(4 ti
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oft

ALL .

Mean - = 985.2

N = 3,419
Missing = 1,239

Respondents

A

93

Mean = 983.0

N = 3:144

Missing = 1,059

27.5

ea

1

Nonrespondents

Mean = 1,010.5
N ,275,

Missing = ! 180

d

Independent Student
Respondents

Mean = 1,029.8
N = 1,096

Missing = 397

Dependent Student
Respondents

s

Independent Student

Nonrespondents

Mean = 997.9.

N = 121

Missing = 88

Mean 954.5
N 5 2,048
Missing = 680

Dependent Student

Nonrespondents

FIGURE 2-50

AVERAGE EXPECTED DISBURSEMENTS BY CASE
DISPOSITION AND GRANT STATUS

l

I,

.

Mean = 1,021.7

N 7- 154
Missing = 92
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IJ

CO

3

I
3

All

Mean =.

N

Missing =

1,023.9
3,481

1,179

0 --
v ti

.

i

4P

Respondents

Mean = 1,019.5
N = 3,193
Missing = 1,012

Nonrespondents

Mean '= 1,012.9
N = 288
Missing = 167

1

Independent Student
Respondents

Mean = 1,091.8
N = 1,105
Missing = 370

. Dependent Student
Respondents

Independent Student
Nonrespondents

*

Mean = 1,082.2 ,

N = 129

Missing = 80

0

Mean = 975.8
N = 2,086
Missing = 642

Dependent Student
Nonrespondents

FIGURE 2-51

AVERAGE SCHEDULED GRANT BY CASE
DISPOSITION AND GRANT STATUS

,

Mean -= 1,064.4
N . 159

Missing = 87

I
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The greatest dispariti's or differences are for the average

student eligibility index as presented in Figure 2-52. Here 'the

difference fOr all grant types is 120 points, and for dependent

students it is equally high. It is interesting that the effect

of large differences in SEI is rather strongly mitigated by the

grant determination procedures. Many grants and expected dis-

bbrsements are not affected by Changes in the SEI because of the

three-part grant determination procedure.

Since the ultimate objective of the,BEOG Quality Control

study should be disbursement errors, it is reassuring that dif-

ferences in average expected disbursements are so low. It is qur

opinion that the data base,is not affected seriously enough by

potential nonresponse bias to have any substanti'Ve impact on pol-

icy.conclusions.

Q'urtIler Analysis of Potential NonreSpone.Bias

P As we have already stated, we do not feel that the data base

is seriously affected by nonresponse. To further strengthen this

conclusion we have performed sensitivity analyses as presented in
---

the following. If there is no nonresponse bias, as we contend,,

inferences drawn from, respondents' data would also .be expected to

hold for nonrespondents. AS a result, estimation of totals will.

be based on a strAghtforward adjustment using this assumption.

However, there are'alternative assumptions which can be made with

regard to nonrespondents, as depicted in Figure 2-53.

AO-
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A1-1

Mean = 431.9
N = 4,613
Missing = 45

Respondents1

.4

4

Mean = 443.6
N " = 4,166
Flissing = 3,7

j

Nonrespondents I

Mean = 322.6
N = 447
Missing = 8

_

Independent Student
Respondents

Mean = 211.6
N = 1,461
Missing = 14

r ,

vr

Dependent Stu.dent
Respondents

. .

I ndependeat Student
Nonrespondents

,Mean = 174.1
N - 207
Missing = 2

.

Mean = 585.3
N = 2,705
Missing = 23

-111 ;3

,. ,

Dependent Student
Nonrespondents

FIGURE 2-52

- AVERAGE STUDENT ELIGIBILITY NDEX BY
CASE DISPOSITION AND GRANT TATUS

deant =- 464.0
N .= 240
Missing = 6

n'l



SCENARIO' , ESTIMATE OF
TOTAL NET ERROR ($ MILLION)

AVERAGE ERROR
ASSUMED FOR NONRESPONDENTS

Respondents and n'Onespondents
have equal net 'error $453 $192

Entire value of expected
.disbursement is in error 563 1,011

Nonrespondents had errors
equal,to:

al

95th percentile 578 1,126
'440.

90th percentile'

75th percentile , / -I

.5.40

471
838

326I t
ao 25th percentile' 427

VIth.percentile 402 -186
5th percentile '380 -350

4-s

. .

J

FIGURE 2-53

SRISITIVITY OF TOTAL NET ERROR ESTIMATE USING
ALTERNATIVE ASSUMPTIONS CONCERNING

NONRESPONDENTS

1 0 :
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\The first entry of $453 million is based on the assumption
.i

that average net error is the same for respondents and nonrespon-

dents. The second'largest error estimate of $563 million is

based_ oh the assumption that the entire expected disbursement for

nonrespondents ds it error.
st

. ...
The largest estimate based on the 95th percentile, $578 mil-

,

iion, assumes that the average error for nonrespondents, $1-,126,

exceeds their average expected disbursement--a somewhat unrealis-

tic assumption.

' ' Overall, the estimate used in the main report, $453 mil-

lion, could be underestimated by $110 million only if the average
,

error for nonrespondents equaled their entire expected disburse-
.. f

ment.
.

, ..

Th4 problem to be avoided is concluding that there is no

error when it feed there is error, e.g., downward bias. In our

cape,)the baseline estimate is high enough that even if it is

biased downward by .$100 million, the magnitude of the estimated

error justified the conclusion that there i.6 significant error in

the Basic Grant pro ram. '1

4

0

t
a

I l'i ') A.., ,
, .
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CHAPTER 3

DATA COLLECTION AND QUALITY CONTROL'

Data were collected during the spring of 1981 from a

nationally representative sample of 305 institutions and f

approximately 4,500' BEOG recipiehts and theirparen- s. In all,

eight data sets, displayed in.Figure 3-1 below, were collected.

4 This chapter .is'organized into three sections. First, the stu-
.

dent and parent sbrvey, conducted by Westat's nationwide network

of interviewers, is described. Second, the collection of second-,

ary data used to verify student application data is distussed.

In the final section, the institutignal survey conducted by
,*

Advanced Techtology is desci-ibed.

Date SO Data Source

1. Student File

-1

Student Questionnaire: obtained from in-field interviews

with sampled students
.

.
.

Z. Parent File Parent Questionnaire: obtained from in =field interviews

with parents of sampled students

3. SER File Student Eligibility Reports obtaingd from sampled

institutions

.

4. IRS File Certified'1979 IRS 1040 and 1040A forms, obtained through

releases from sampled students and parents

5. Tax Assessor Obtained through releases from sampled students and
Records parents

0 I.

6. Financial Obtained throUgh releases froM sampled students and
Institution parents

Records

7. Institution Institutional Questionnaire:obtained from interviews with
File financial aid administrators at sampled institutions

N. .

8. Student Record Student-Record Abstract: obtained from student file reviews
Abstraet.File at sampled insititutlpns

FIGURE 3-1

BEOG QUALITY CONTROL DATA SETS
AND SOURCES.
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4

STUDErT /PARENT INTERVIEWS

The following aspects of the field data collection which

will be discussed below :include:

Questionnaire development and pretest

' Field management structure

Interviewer recruitment

Training

Field operations issues

Reporting and the Automated Survey Control System

Field probti.eMs

Questionnaire Development and Pretest

The basis for the first draft of.the student/parent data

collectio instrument was the 1978-79 questionnaire xevised.by

recommendations from Department .of Education ,ED ,Advanced

'technology, and Westat project staff.. Eight drafts of the ques-

tionnaire wer& subsequently produced before the final question-

naires were printed. Pretests of draft II and draft IV provided

useful information on the effectiveness of the questionnaires.
It*

The pretest of draft II took place in the week of October

22-24. A brief training session was held which included the

following topics:

Westat questionnaire,format,conventions and general
interviewing techniques

Question-by-question specifications f6r the newly
revised questionnaire

Documentation requirements

3-2 °



Most of the Advances Technology and Westat BEOG project staff
0

interviewed in the pretest along with a professional pretest

interviewer from Westat. Pretest respondents were selected from

itop
. Montgomery County College, and Howard University. They and their

4.0w
_

parents were contacted b'y telephone by a Westat interviewer who

explained the Study, screened the respondent for dependency

status, and schedule& an appointment. tNine independent students,

nine dependent students, nine dependent parents, and one inde-

pendent parent was interviewed.

A debriefing session was held at the end of the week for

pretest participantq. The following topics were covered:

Questionnaire administration time

Flow of interview

Ease of-queStionnaire use including ,inst4 qtions
and format

Clarity.of questions/ clarity df responses, and
coding, question by question

Other issues which participants wished to discuss

It was very clear from the pretest that: (1) the instrument

needed to be divided into parent and student questionnaires; (2)

the format for Section B (verification of application form items)

needed to be simplified; and (3) the instructions and phrasing of

,gluestionnaires'needed to be simplified.

Draft IV was produced from the results of the pretesting of

Draft II and from comments by ED, Advanced Technology, and. Westat

project staff. Important revisions first evident in this draft

were: (1) the emphasis of the time reference in each question and

3='3'
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(2) the creation of a "problem question" as the first qUestion in

each instrument: Draft IV was pretested by the pretest inter-

viewer (4 interviews). The results indicated that the instrument

flowed very well. The revisions. which were made,to subsequent,

drafts were ,relatively minor. (If more detail'-about the process

is desired, see Westat Methodological- Report.)
4

Suggestions for future'BEOG Quality Control.questionnaires

based on our fieldexperience include:

Obtain more information about the role of the financial
aid officer in completing application forms. Apparently
there .are instances .in which he or she filled-out' the
application f6r a student.

. T.dmit the questigns asked of the'Tarents of independent
students, nose who were not involved in filling out
the form became annoyed or thought it was a waste of
money to conduqt an'in-person interview for so few .

.questions.

Field Management Structure

To efficiently manage the BEOG study interviewing staff and

coordinate field operations, the continental United.States was

divided into seven supervisory regions. See Figure 3-2 which

shows the supervisory region boundaries as well as the number of

sampled ipsettutions in each state. Supervisors managed the
-

A

interviewers residing in their. region and reported to the Field

Director as shown in the diagrams on the next page.

3-4
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FIGURE 3-2
" -

SUPERVISMY'REGIONS FOR STUDENT/PARENT INTERVIEWERS

BY NUMBER OFINgTITUTIONS IN EACH SUBREGION
.
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Interviewer Recruitment

Regional Superv.isors and theicr assistants began inter-
,

viewer recruitment t;m.December 3, 1980. Primary ources for

recruitme 17,,ingkuded Westats computerized interviewer file,

'supervisors', local contacts, local employment. agencies, and

Wen necessary, newspaper ads. When interviewer 'training began

on' January 26e 1981, 201 interviewers,had been recruited and

invited to training. An additional 12'interviewers were recruited

and trained in February 1981. The major recruitment effortswas

conducted with minimal informatioh about the. location offsample

respondents. During December and January the Regional ,Super-

visors knew the location of sAITIEN4 institutions but not the
.1

number or location of individual respondent.from each institu-

tion.

4

j
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Of the 213 interviewers recruited, 203 attended training and

201 successfully completed training. During training, the inter -1

viewers were-invited-to complete a background informatiori form.

A teyiew of these forms shows that 59 perCent of4the interviewerslr

had worked on at least 1 prior Westat study and 99 percent had

previous experience as survey research interviewers.

Training

Training for the seven supervisors and six extra trainers

(community leaders) took place the week of January 12, 1981. The

first three days were spent acquainting the supervisor and other

trainers with BEOG study materials.(the questionnaires,'field

procedures, and interviewer training materials). The last two
4

days were spent training supervisors on their duties (i.e., use

of the automated reporting system). Supervisor training was

'conducted in the Westat officeS in Rockville.
0

The following week was spent training interviewers in

the field. The week of January 26, 1981, 109 interviewers were
4.-

trained irt two sites--Cherry Hill, N.J., and San Antonio,' TOas.
The week of. February 2, 1981, a total;of 94 interviewers were -/

trained in St. Louis, Missouri, and San Diego, California. Each

session was attended by representatives from ED and Advanced

Technology, the Westat project director, two lead trainers,

supervisors, and other ---trarners..The trainee/trainer ratio was

#ilev'er more than 1 trainer for each 10 trainees.

Interviewer training for the BEOG survey was based on a

training plan which Westat has developed and refined for other

3-7
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large-scale surveys. Training techniques included-home study of

a programmed text, interactive lectures to the large group,'and

role-playing (administration of a mock interview complete with

doc ntation). Central to the training plan is the subdivision

of th ---"41boup of trainees into "learning communities" of apprdxi-

mately 0 trainees who'receiv,e individual attention from the

"community leader." For the BEOG survey, Field Supervisors

functioned in the role of community leaders during training so

they were able to,pbserve and assist the interviewers they later

supervised. ,Additional trainers also acted as community leaders

and reported the progress of each trainee to their supervisors at
0

the, end of each day of training. Trainees who successfully

completedl,a practice interview and the final exam and who received

positive evaluations from the comunity leader were given assign-
\

gents at training.

Field Issues

Traveling -In viewers

Although student respondents were generally located near the

sampled institution, parent respondents were scattered throughout

the entire country. This meant that
AP

at some point, some inter-

viewers would need to travel to the respondents located \
in far

away places. Assignments of this type were held and al4owedto

ac.cumulate until the last few weeks of the field period. At that

point, supervisors coordinated interviewer travel plans with the.

Field Director, and the interviewers were sent out to.conduct the

interviews.

3-8
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Interviewer Attrition

Interviewer attrition on the BEOG study is notable in that

it was never a significant problem. Generally; interviewers left

the study only after most or all available work was completed in

their area of-the country.

Interviewer Production

The chart below indiCates weekly. interviewer production

ti

of completed interviews. These totals are taken from Automated

Survey Control System reports and represent the number of gues-
s

tionnaires received each week by the Regional Supervisors.

Week # 1 2 3 4 . 5 7 8 9 10

Completes
This Week 212

.,

638 1247 1126 1206 1202 1159 812 412 141

Cumulative
t Completes 212 850 2097 3223 4429 56316790 7602 8014 8155

Reporting Procedures and the Automated Survey Control System [ASCS })

At least twice-w week the Field Director contacted the

Regional Supervisor by telephone to discuss fieldwork progress

and any problems that had arisen. One, of these phone conferences

was used to'"discuss the weekly ASCS reports. An integral part of

field-4nanagement-on the-EEOG study-was the-omputer-assisted

management system known as ASCS. The ASCS operated through small

computer terminals located in the supervisors' homes and con-
/

nected through telephone lines to a computer. A similar terminal

3-9 11
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was located in the home office for use by the Field Director.

Each week the supervisors would enter information on field pro-

gress into the system, and on a regular basis the terminal would

print t summary. reports on survey progress. The system was

also u ed to transmit and receive messages to and from the home

office, as well as from othe Regiodal Supervisors.

The ASCS generated three,reparts which were used'by the

Regional Supervisors. ASCS Report #1, the Superviscir Intervilwer

Report, listed the I.D. number of all cases currently assigned, to

an interviewer. Each week a new Report #1 was-generated for each

interviewer. This report served as a record of assignments and

was discussed during the weekly superN4isor/interviewer confer-

,

.

ence.
,

ASCS Report #4 was also generatecrweekly and presented
,

,

p cti n information on all interviewers: It provided such

things
til

response rate, flours and expenses per complete, and

cost pe ompleted interview. ASCS Report #5 presented totals

showing e current disposition of all cases in a region. A
,

e-
review of his report provided an accurate, overall picture of a

region's p ogress in completing the survey.

In add tion to these reports, the ASCS was capable of

geherating 1 more reports for use iSy home office staff. These

reports were sed to monitor nationwide survey progress anld

prOvided detai d'information about different respondent types

(e.gepende t students or dependent }parents).

Field Problems

No major problems arose during the fie], period, and minor

issues were discussed with the field staffthrough the use of

Interviewer Field Memos.
-3-10
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SECONDARY DATA COLLECTION k

Secondary data collectedfor the student/parent sampie

consisted of the following:

Student Eligibility Reports [SER]

IRS tax forms

o. Financial institution records

Tax assessor records

Student Eligibility Reports Obtained fro:, Schools

A list of the-students selected for study participation. was

sentent to each sampled school,, with a 'request for copies of the SER

on.file for each of the selected students and a current ma ling

address and number. Of tht 307 schools sampled for partitipation

in the study, 305 schools Cooperated'in sending copies of the

SERB. A total of 4,710 SERs' were received from.all schools.

When the SER Transcription Log for az.institution was

complete, it was sent to the daE entry office to be keypunched.

Using the information keyed from the SER Transcription Log,

mailing labels, Call Record labels,
If

questionnaire "1Opels, and

mini-labels for filing were generated. In addition, a Master

Receipt Control Log was generated to be used for receipt control

of the other data sets to be collected during the study.

. IRS Tax Forms

Students and parents for whom an address taas available were

sent a letter of introduction and a package of materials to

assist-them in preparing for the interview. Included in each of

the'student packages and in the dependent parent package was a



r.

list of documents they wou be asked to show the interviewer.

This list was "customized" for,each.respondent, based on infor4-

tion from the SER. If the SER indicated the parent or the

student had filed a 1979 tax return, an "IRS Form-4506,'Request

for Copy of Tax Form" and an instruction sheet for completing the

request were included for the respondent_to fillttout and return

to Westat. Finally,lkan "information update sheet" was,encicsed

for the student or parent to fill out wkth the current names,

addresies, and telephone numbers of the student and parent. A

pre-addressed.postpaid envelope labeled with the respondent's

study identification number was enclosed in the'package to be

used for returning the information update sheet and the Reque;,t

for Copy of Tax Form. In addition, Request for COpy Forms were

obtained from respondents by interviewers at the time of the

interview.

IRS Request for Copy Forms returned through the mail were

labeled with the study identification number written on the

postpaid envelope. The date the forms were received was recorded

in the Master Receipt Control Log. These forms were then pro-
1

cessed, along with the Request for Copy Forms obtained during the

interview, and sent to the appropriate IRS service center.

IRS 1040 and 1040A form photocopies were'sent to ttliereceipt

control office by the IRS Service Centerstin packages containing

an invoice; a list of the photocopies contained in the shipment,

a list of the requests unfilled because the service center was

not able to locate the form, and a listof requests unfilled

because the service center had no record of the requested form.
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Financial Institution Records

A Financial Institution Authorization to Release Information

Form was completed in the field for each account maintained by

respondent who claimed to have more than $4,000 in checking and

- savings accounts at the time of the BEOG application. The com-

pleted authorization forms were removed from the questionnaire

booklet at the time the case was processed through receipt

control..

Two copies were made of each release form. The original
4

release and one copy were sent to the manager of the financial ,

institution named by. the respondent, along with a covering

letter explaining the study and the participation required from

the bank manager. Each financial institution was asked to ascer-

tain the respondent's account balance as of the date of Oplica-

tion for a Basic grant and to record the balance on the release

form. The release form was then t9 be returned to the receipt

control office in a postpaid envelope.

A total of 422 completed Authorizations to Release Informa-

ti,on were obtained from 302 respondents reporting more than $3,999

in checking and savings accounts.and sent to financial institution

managers. The managers were requested to report the respondent's

'account balance On-the date pf application. The 375 completed

returned forms provided financial information on 270 respondents:,

Tax Assessor Record Study Results

A total of 78 schools, or 25 percent of the schools in the

sample, were systeMatically selected after being stratified by

3-13



size and type for inclusion in a study- of tax assessors records

of'home value. All homeowners in the 78 schools were selected

for study.: Of t!heip1,260 sampled applications\4, the 78 schools,

568, or 45.1 percent, were dependent or independent student '

hcmeowners.

Questionnaires requesting reports of the most recently

assessed market value were sent to local tax assessors based on

the current address recorded on the Student Eligibility Report.

The assessors were to return the completed questionnaires to the

receipt control office in (the postpaid envelope provided. Tele-

phone follow-up was used to prompt late responders. A t tal of

466 assessors responded with usable data. - .

INSTITUTIONAL DATA COLLECTION

This section describes all aspects of the institutional data a.

I

collection, including:

Development and field testing of the data collection
instruments

Site visit scheduling

Interviewer recruitment and training

Field procedure

Quality control procedures'and field supervision

Post4data collecti im debriefing

The data collection instruments used in the institutional

component ofAhe study were developed duei'ng the first weeks of

the study froT the instruments used in the previous BEOG Quality

Control study: Buildirkupon the eisperience of the earlier

I)
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study, the Institutional Interview Questionnaire I'm] and the

Student Record Abstract [SRA] were revised and refined. Once the

final versions of the instruments wereproduced, they were sub-

pitted for Federal forms clearance.

A series of field tests played an integral part in the

development-of the inst.rumentl. The results of the field tests

were used to (1) revise and improve the instruments, (2) estab-

lish field data collection procedures, and (3) develop inter-
._

viewer training materials.-

Nine institutions located in the Washington metropolitan

area and roughly representative of the larger sample were con-.

tacted to participate in the field tests. Figure 3-3 shows these

institutions and their charactiristics.

The field tests were conducted by sehior project pgaff in

two - person teams. She member 'conducted the interview and the

second recorded comae regarding responses to the items, diffi-

culty in understanding the questions, the order of the questions,

questions demanding further probing by the interviewer, or any

other observations that-might have helped in the revision,pf the
A

instrument. Following the interview, the FAA was asked to cri-
.s.

tictue both the qUestion's anl the interviewing techniques used.

The financial aid,files of Basic Grant_ recipients

selected at randOm by the FAA wer revi'e , and their inforha-

tion was recorded in the SRAs. The Bursar and Registrar were

visited if financial or registration information was not

3-15
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available in the financial aid office. While at the institu-

tions, detailed notes were taken on the effectiveness of the-

Student Record. Abstract, the length of time of each file 3

review, and any problems that might be encountered in locating,

student-financlal aid data..

Site Visit Scheduling

In designing the field organization and travel itineraries,

every effort was made to balnce the need tO minimize travel

experises With the. need to allow ,sufficient time for data collec-

tion, travel, and rest. After contacting and gaining compliance

from all '305 institutions, a firri site visit schedule--including

airline,' hotel, and car rental arrangements--was established.

Interviewers were required to adhere to this pee,established itin-
.

erary as closely as possible. Each ipterviewer's field schedOle

was monitOrealiclosely by the project office throughOut the eight

weeks of data collection. A step-by-Jstep description of the

procedures used tpestablish'a site'visit schedule follows.

1. After field.testinl-t44 survey instruments and the field

ptocedure, we estimated that an inter;liewer could complete 12

file ,reviews a day. Based'on this knowledge of what constituted

an average work day, the number of work clays for each of the 305

institutions in the sample was calculated.

The map of the continental United'States was divided into

13 c URA regions', each 'with approximately the sane number of

4york aystravel days, and rest days. Every effort. was made to

'" apture "clustexs" of institutions withip each region. The

3-17



ti average regidn contained 24 institutions (more where institutions

were relatively dense, such as the mid-Atlantic states, fewer

where institions were relatively sparse, such as the Rocky

Mountain states).

3. A tentative site visit schedule for each region was

"t4, established with travel routes: within each region designed to

, minimize travel expenses.

4. Advanced Technology contacted each of the 305 institu-

tions at least 3 times prior to the site visits. In January

1981, two months before the data collection began, letters were

sent to all institutions describing the study's objectives and

asking for participation. Telephone calls followed two weeks

later.. During these calls, senior project staff followed a

defined protocol. They:

Asked if the FAA had received and read the initial let-
`ter

Reviewed the purpose and requirements of the data
collection effort

Informed the FAA of the tentative site 'visit dates

Asked if the dates were acceptable

Asked for acceptable alternate dates if the initial
site visit dates were unacceptable

Asked for any specific information that would simplify
the interviewer's task (i.e., directions to the aid

°office, parking arrangements, and location of the
Bursar and Registrar)

5. Following the telephone calls, a firm site visit .

schedule was established and letters were sent to a].1 institu-

tions confirming appointment times.

120
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Interviewer Recruitment and Training

Advanced Technology advertised for interviewers in major

city newspapers, the Chronicle of Higher Education, and the

NApFAA Newsletter. Nearly 100 resumes were received and

reviewed; 3 individuals were interviewed; and 13 were hired.

All 13 had considerable financial aid experience; all had

bachelorrs.degrees; ana 3 had advanced degrees.. We felt that

4 interviewers with Student aid experience would be far more

effective data collectors than those without such experience.

Experienced student aid administrators would be able to effec-

tively probe for answers from FAA's; they would be able to recog-

nize significant answers;, they would know when impressive

sounding jargon was actually vague or meaningless; and they would

collect data on. indivi4ual students quickly and efficiently given

their familiarity with the record keeping practices of institu-

tions of higher education.

Two manuals were developedeTor training. The Interviewer

Training Manual describes the study and outlines precisely the

4
procedures to be followed at each Site, including information on:

Recording student record data

'Editing

Returning forms to the project office

Travel logiSfics

The Question -by- Question Specifications Manual describes

each queition in the interview and record review form, giving

- information on the various ,responses to expect.



The interviewers were trained the Week of March 23, 1981, in

McLean, Virginia, in all the data collection actiiities they

subsequ.ently pursued in their field' work,. In additi9n they

received training..related-to reporting,, scheduling, expense

reports, and mailing. and receiving survey forms. The training

included field practice at seven Washington, D.C., metropolitan

area i titutions.

A day7by-day description of the principal training activi-

ties follows: 4

Monday morning Review of the background of the BEOG Quality
Controlstudy and Campus-based programs, and
summary of the interviewers' tasks and
responsibilities

afternoon Introduction toInstitutionai Interview Form;
present4ion of Introduction to Inter-
viewing; demonstration of institutional
interview

Tuesday. morning Role playing of institutional interview with
trainees in pairsCitem7by-item exam-
ination of Student Record Abstract [SRA]

.afternoon CoMpletion of four SRAs using hypothetical
student files of varying -:complexity; explan
ation of Alternate Disbursement System , .

Wednesday morning Role playi.ng of resolution/exit interview
with trainees in pairs; explanation and
practice with the Correitions Control Group
forms

4

.

.afternoon Explanation of shipping and receiving'of data
collection materials, field editing metho-
dology, and travel arrangements; explanation
of data receipt and proCessing system

I
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Thursday

Friday,

Field Procedures

Field practice at seven metropolitan
Washington institutions

Detailed review of field practice; completion
of paperwork

This section provides a summary of the procedures used to

conduct the institutional interview and to administer the survey

instruments. (For a more detailed discussion of the interviewing

,protocol and the procedures used to complete,,the SRAs and CCGs,

refer to Advanced Technology's Interview Training Manual).

Figure 3-4 illustrates the complete data collection cycle discus-

sed in this section, from the confirmation of the interview time

to the, sending of completed forms to the project office. A

step-by-step explanation of the procedures in this 'cycle follows:

1. At least two days--but not mOi'e than one week--prior to

the site visit, the interviewers called the FAA to confirm their

appointment time and to tt instructions for parking and locating

the financial aid office.

.2. -After arriving at the institution, and before adminis-

tering the-intervieW, the interviewers met with the FAA to intro-

duce themselves and the study. The following are items that were

covered in the introduction:
6e,

A description-of the purpoe and nature of the 'study,
with particular emphasis on the goals of the institu-
tional component of the study. even though they had
received letters and phone calls, many FAAs had onlyta
sketchy idea of the, study prioro the site visits.

3-21
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An assurance of the confidential nature of the study.
The interviewers read the "Confidentiality Statement"
found on the cover Of the IQ and, if it seemed that the
FAA was particularly sensitive about the confidential-
ity issue, explained the various measures employed dur-'
ing the data collection and data processing stages of
the study to maintain confidentiality.

A brief step-by-step itinerary of the data collection '

activities at the institution, describing the general
purpose of each step.

3. The interview, normally lasting from 60 to 90 minutes,

followed. To assure complete, accurate, and consistent data, the

interviewers were instructed to observe the following basic

guidelines when asking questions and recording responses:

Remain neutral .

Ask all questions exactly as worded

Discourage unrelated conversation

Ask respondents to enlarge or clarify answers when nec-
essary

Record verbatim the FAAs' responses-

,At the conclusion of the interview, a follow-up or exit

interview was scheduled with the FAA.

4. After the initial interview with the FAA, the inter-
,

viewers reviewed student files and recorded the informatiQn in

the SRA. A notice stating the purpose and date of the data

'collection was placed in each reviewed file.

5. Before leaving a site, the interviewers conducted a

brief exit interview with the FAA. The purpose of the exit

interview was to thank the FAA for his or'her cooperation and to

12:
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discuss SRA discrepancies to learn whether the FAA could offer a

logical explanation for what on the surface appeared to be an

error or .violation of the BEOG)program. The interviewers were

instructed to use tact in seeking these explanations, reassuring

the FAAs, if necessary, that their responses would be kept in

confidence and used for national estimates only).

6. At the end of each workday, all completed instruments

were reviewed for possible omissions, inconsistencies, illegib10-
,c

handwriting, or misplaced codes. If interviewers were scheduled

to return to the institution the following day they could take

advantage of this opportunity to clarify or retrieve any missing

information.. Otherwise, interviewers did not recontact institu-

tions for data retrieval purposes.

7. The interviewers were instructed to mail survey data to

the project office every two or three workdays or before a week-

end or extended travel'period. The interviewers recorded on a

transmittal form the name of the institution(s), the number of

specific items being returned in the maq.er, and all other infor-

mation that explained the status of the returned data. The'trans-

mittal form and the survey forms were secured with a rubber band

and placed in a pre-addressed, business reply mailer. 'Upon

receipt at the project office, the contents of the mailed pack-

ages were verified against in-houge records of interviewer

assignments, (See Chapter 4 for ,a further discussion of receipt

procedu'res.)
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Data Collection Supervision and Quality Control

In order to properly conduct a field data collection of this

magnitude, it was neceisary to establish well-defined procedures

to ensure:

The quality of survey data

The confidentiality of survey data

Full communication between field and project office
staff

The orderly flow of survey materials between the
project office and the field interviewers

Quality-Control

Rigorous quality control procedures were required to ensure

the validity and reliability of the collected data. These

included project office \review of the data, project office tele-
,

phone validation, and on -site observation of interviewers by pro-

ject staff.

1. Project Office Edits

After the instruments arrived in the project office they

were scrutinized by a series of manual and computerized edits.

When critical omissions or ambiguities were disdovered in the

questionnaires, the interviewer'was cont'acted'immediately for an

explanation. Occasionyy an institution was contacted directly

if survey data needed clarifying. A detailed description of the

project office's coding and editing system can be-found in

Chapter 4.
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2. Project Office Validation

Project office validation verified that the institutional

data collection was, in fact, conducted according to correct pro-.

cedures. Each week all institutions reported as having been

visited the previous week were telephoned to confirm that the FAA

was interviewed, that the student records were inspected, and

that th'e conduct of the interviewer was appropriate. In addition

to this general performance validation, one institution was

selected from among those that each interviewer had visited that

week. That institution was asked to verify two items on the IO

and one item on a randomly selected SRA. The items selected for

validation were those unlikely to have changed in fact or in the

respondent's perception between the time of the site visit and

the validation call. The findings of each call were carefully

documented. Institutions where data collection was observed by a

home office staff member were not called for data validation. If

an FAA had made a negative evaluation or a discrepancy had been

discovered between the interviewer's findings and the yalidator's

findings, the interviewer would have been contacted immediately

for an explanation. Virtually all the FAAs called, however, gave

very positive, evaluations of the interviewers' performance during

the site.visits. In addition, no data discrepancies were found:

3. Field Observations

Field visits allowed the project staff to observe first hand

the data collectors' interviewing techniques, professional manner

1 Or,
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and'thoroughness. A report was written for each site visit,

identifying areas of weakness and noncompliance with approved

. procedures. Soon after the interview and file reviews- -and while

still on- site- -the field monitor reviewed each item on the report

with the interviewer, noting' strengths and weakneSses. If areas

of improvement were identified, the field monitor added specific

suggestions for improvementon the field report. EaCh inter-

viewer was observed twice: once during the second week. of the
0

data collection and once during the sixth week. After each site

visit, the field monitors pet to discuss their'findings. If gen&

eral areas of improvement were identified, they were noted in the

next memorandum sent to all field intervieweks

Confidentiality Procedures
Ct.

To pr otect the confidentiality of the survey data, the fol-
A

lowing procedures were employed during the data collection:

This statement (found'on the front of every IQ) was
read to FAAs before each interview.

,CONFIDENTIALITY ANDJ,RIVACY

This study is being conducted according to the regula-
tions and provisions of Subsection (e) (3) of the Pri-
vacy Act of 1974, as amended. The information (I/we)
collect at your institution will become part of the
existing BEOG system of records; however, that data
will he aggregated in such a.way as to make identifi-
cation of a particular institution's records impos-
sicble. (t/we) have signed a confidentiality statement
and, except for the express purpose of this study,
(I/ye) have sworn not to reveal any information you
give (me/us) during this interview or from (my/our)
review of your student files, except as required by
law.

I



All interviewers signed an assurance of confidentiality
statement.

. ..i. _

All interviewers kept completely confidential the names
of respondents, all information or opinions collected
in the course of interviews, and any information about
respondents learned incidentally.

Survey data containing personal identifiers were kept
in a locked container or a locked room when not being
used each working day -in routine survey activities.

t.Communication and 'Reporting

Full communication between field and project staff was cru--

cial to ensuring quality data and maintaining the tight field

schedule balled for in the survey. Supervision of the data col-

lection effort took place primarily through scheduled weekly

telephone calls from the field staff to the project office.

Periodic memoranda served as a means for informing field staff of

any update to or changes in data collection procedures.

1. Telephone Procedure

A separate telephone line with an 800 nu ber and a recording

device' was installed in the project office. Each week .on a

scheduled day,and time interviewers were.require tO call the "

project office. These weekly calls served three purposes:

Monitoring of Data Collection

The calls provided an opportunity for the data collec-
tion manager to review with the intervieier any prob-
-lems or error,patterhs identified 157t...the coding and
editing staff. (See Chapter 4 for firth r discussion
of'this procedure.) The data collection manager dur-
ing this time,answered questions regarding interview-
ing procedure, survey form administratich, and coding
convention. ,These weekly calls also gave' the data col-.
lection manager the-opportunity to discuSs the contents
of the fieldmemoranda with the interviewers.

3-28
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-:cri'4'es,..intervieyt,--,--Travel, and Accommodatiod
:Arrangements r"

SNI)

_-:.::Everyeffort was made prior.-to -the field data,collea-
tio4 -a.schedule-that::Would-allew

_,
fox interviewingr=filereviews-; travel, rest,

Wand meals Oftemhowever,-th-dre were unforeseen-
-

chadgeS -in-the interviewers' itinerary initiated by
'-FAAS hdt'els, aitilnes, or. the interviewers themse,lves..

s-es the interviewers -were required `to report
sOheduld changes to the project office. Since the
itinerarieS,:were arranged'centially.at the project
orfi. , data_ collection manager was frequently

-inforitted abouttraVel.-arrangemen0 changes prior to the
staff: In theseges,,the data,collection mana-

ger informed the interviewer _about schedule changes.
If the progress of a paftic ar interviewer Was found
to lag due to unforeseen da collectionor travel
problems, the datg collecti n manager discussed with
the interviewers ways of 'resolving the schedule' prob-
lems during the-weekly calls. Sites of interviewers
whose progress was lagging were often-reassigned to
other interviewers who were ahead of schedule. In
emergencies, project office staff were sent to the-
field to aid interviewers with schedule problems.

Clarification' of.Routi,he Business Matters

Issues related to expense reports, travel advances,
paychecks, and mailing procedures were also discussed
during the weekly calls.

The interviewers were encouraged to call the project office

more frequently than the required weekly call. A recording,

device was installed to take messages after business hours, and

all interviewers were given the telephone number of a staff mem-

ber to call in case of an emergendy.

2. Field Memoranda

Field memoranda were issued to communicate updates to exist-
,

wing procedures or implementa'tion of new procedures. To ensure

that the interviewers understood each item of the memos, the data

/1
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collection manager discu sed the memos with the interviewers

during the weekly calls.

Survey Materials Management

A mailingAz...stem was established to ensure°that the inter-
.

viewers were adequately supplied with survey materials during the

eight weeks of data collection. Materials were mailed to field

personnel on a periodic ba,sii throughout the data collection

effort. Well in advance of site visits aSeparate mailing

schedule was established for each of the interviewers. These

nailing schedules were used to determine the number of institu-

tions each package would cover, the exact numberAof all instru-
,

ments required for these institutions, and the institution most

appropriate to receive and hold the package for the interviewer.

The packages were mailed three weeks prior to the scheduled

site visit, One week prior to the scheduled site visit the

institution was called to verify the,arrival of the package. If

the package laad nat arrived, a duplicate package was p'repared and

sent by express Mail.

Interviewer Debriefing

The debriefing cF,the institutional interviewers, held on

May 23, 1981, was;an integral part of the overall data Collection

effort. In attendance were:the 13 interviewers, all the hone

project staff, and the Project Officer. Each of the, interviewers

had considerable student financial aid experience and, therefore,

had much to offer during the day-long discussion in the way of

d °
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observations and recommendations regarding the Basic Grant

delivery system.

The debriefing. was organized into five sessions designed to

focus the discussion and assure that all pertinent issues were

addressed. A summary of the principal debriefing topics follows.

BEOG Delivery at ..the Institutional Level

The interviewers compared institutional procedures
observed during the data cpllection, discussed institu-
tional validation, recalled significant problems with
Basic Grant delivery noted at institutions and made
recommendations for improvement to the Basic Grant
program.

Evaluation of Data Collection Instruments

The interviewers singled out questions that\needed
improvement.

Evaluation of Training Program

The interviewers discussed how well the training had
prepared them for their field experiences and noted
areas where instruction or greater emphasis was needed.

Status Report on Analysis of Institutional Data

A senior staff member gave a short overview of thew
Igo major findings to date.

Evaluation of Logistical Support

The interviewers evaluated the itineraries, telephoning
procedure, field memoranda, field observation, hotel
and travel arrangements, cash handling procedures, and
general staff support.

*IP
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CHAPTER 4

DATA PROCESSING

The first section of this chapter describes the procedures

used by Westat to,compile, edit, and enter student', parent and

secondary data. The second section discusses the procedures used

by,Advanced Technology to process institutional data. The final

section provides a technical discussion of the final data file

merge.

STUDENT/PARENT

Si-x primary -date-S6fi-W-ere prepared for the student/parent

component of the BEOG Quality Control study. The preparation of

each data set required the application of similar data prepare-

tion proceduret. These procedures are described in this section

of the report.

Receipt Control

The function of receipt control was to provide acatalogue

of all data documents received by the Coding Office of the Basic

Grant study. The receipt control procedure was. slightly different

for each Of the data sets.

As SERs were received from the sample schools they were

logged in on a ute listing of the students sampled

from the schools. Data from the SERB and data provided by the

j

t,

Schools were used to produce a label file of names, addresses,

and Sdcial Security numbers of all sampled students, and the
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names and addresses of their parents. This label file was used

to produce a master receipt control log for cataloguing Student

and Parent Qubstionnaires and IRS forms returned from the field.

The master receipt control log listed the study identi-

fication number, name, address, and Social Security number of

each student/parent pair. The log was organized in numerical

order by study identir within school. Space was provided for

recording updated information on names and addresses, the date
041

each questionnaire was received from the field, the completion

status of the document, and the coding batch number assigned to

the document. Labeled columns were also provTded for recording

the receipt of IRS Releae Forms by mail (from the initial infor-
--

---

nation mailing) and inside the questionnaires (obtained during

the interview). When IRS 1040 and 1040A Forms were teceived from

the IRS Service Centers, they were coded with case identifiers

and logged in the master log, with the IRS coding batch number.

Coding

'A coding manual was-prepared for the Basic Grant study for

use in training the data preparation staff; serving as a complete

and detailed eference for analysts,'programmers, and data

preparation staff; and, providing documentation for the Basic

.)
Grant study data files. The coding manua,i,consists of an intro-

duction to the study procedures and purposes, a review of geheral

data preparation procedures to be followed, and coding and

editing specigiCations for each of the six data sets.
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Approximately 40 survey processing personnel were selected

for training as :Coding and editing staff for the Basic Grant
env

study. Four group leaders were selected from this number based

on their skills and qualifications. The group leaders were

assigned as assistants to the coding supervisors and as coder

verifiers. As much as possible, experienced Westat survey

processing personnel were selected as coders'fOr this project in

order to, minimize the amount of training necessary on basic

coding skills. 4

Coders were.trained'in groups of between 4 and 14. Each

group was trained to code on one'of the six study data sets.

Between one and eight hoursoft training time were required,

depending on which data 'set was to be coded.

QuestiOnnaires,were precolumned before printing. so that

coding co ild be written directly on the questionnaires. SERB and

IRS 1040 and 1040A Forms could not be precolumned, so transcription

sheets were designed for the coding. '

Coders were assighed work,by coding batch, and were required

to complete the cod ing of one batch before beginning work on

another. Er ors found during verification by the supetvisor were

discussed with' the coder ,committing them. .If.persistent errors

were disco er d, a coder would be asked to review previous batches
, - \

. ,

and teo em. ProblemS found during coding but mot resolved

in th coding pecifications were documjlted and referred to a
i

supervisor to br resolved.

r-
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Occasional problems with illegible figures arose in the
4

codingof'photocopies of Student Reports and IRS tax

forms., It was necessary to code illegible data elements as

missing values in these situations,

The major coding problem for the Student and Parent Question-

naires was the large number of questions in each questionnaire

which were open-ended in format. It'was not possible prior to

the beginning of coding to devise lists of all the possible

responses to these items. Since this problem was expected, a

controlled system of dealing. with it was implemented at the

beginning of coding: Responses which were not codable in the

predetermlined list of codes in the coding specifications were
o.

documented and referred to the supekvisors who constructed codes

for the new items. New codes were published each morning on

a Coding Change Sheet. 'Coders were responsible for keeping their

manuals up to date and were required to record each issue .of the

coding changes in a log.

Data Retrieval

Coders were trained to "edit" the data collection instrument -

during the coding. The edit function'involve0 checking for

readability, sensibility, and following of skip patterns. (The

editing function was much more important 'in the coding of the

queAtiOnnaires than in the coding of the secondary data sources.)

A general rule was established that all primary verification

questions in the questionnaire must have codable responses. When

coders' found erroneous skips, illegible answers, or illogical

A
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responses in any of the verification questions, they documented

the problem and referred the case to a supervisor for data

retrieval.

Experienced, specially trained telephone interviewers were

used fog-telephone data retrieval of the problem items. 'Case

problems were described on a Data Retrieval Request Form which

also served as a Record of Calls for the interviewer. Data

retrieval was attempted on 201 Parent Questionnaires and 139

Student Questionnaires.

In addition to data retrieval requests due to problems found

in the coding edit, data retrieval requests were also generated

during/pachine editing. In fact, a substantial portion of the

data retrieval requested on the Parent Questionnaires occurred

during an attempt to obtain more reasonable estimates of the

value of assets and debts on assets*from respondents.

Key Data Entry and Machine Editing

Coed documents and questionnaires which had been verified

were transmitted to the Westat data entry staff in groups (called

"keying batches") of, approximately 100 documents. Coded documents

were keyed into an in-house disk storage system, and then key

verified from the disk. After keying and key verifying, the data

were transmitted via telephone link to the main computer where

they were stored'on tapes to await machine editing.

All data sets except the Tax Assessor File and the Financial

Institutions File were machine edited with special purpose COBOL

programs, -written to check for out-of-range codes, incorrect skip

4-5
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patterns, and inconsistent response patterns. The data sets were

edited by keying batch.
a

Machine edit staff were trained coders, the majority of whom

had previous Westat experience as machine edit clerks. A super-

visor with machine editing experience was assigned to oversee the

machine editing of the questionnaire files.
0

File updating instructions were written on transcription

sheets by the machine edit clerks, checked by the machine edit

supervisor, and then sent to the data entry office for keying and

transmittal to the computer center. Updates were made to the

files by a Special purpose COBOL update program. After each

update run was complete, another editing cycle:was run to verify

that corrections had been made and to check for new errors. The

update-edit cycle was repeated untireach batch of data in the
A

.data set was clean.

When data sets were complete and cleaned in the machine edit

process, a cross-file merge to check for missing cases and

inconsistent student status (dependent/independent) matches was

performed. Mismatches between internal status (baSed on answers

to questions in the questionnaire) and external status (based on

information from the school provided copy of the Student Eligi-

bility Report) were carefully checked for accuracy. Mismatches

between the internal status of the Student Questionnaire and the

internal status of the Parent Questionnaire were also checked.

Where true mismatches of status occurred, the original

status of the questionnaires was altered to indicate the final

dependency status of the case.

4-6
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In addition to the merge to compare status codes, a com-

parison of the names of dependents listed on the parents' income

tax forms to the names of the students"was made. A data set con-

sisting of the study identification number and an indicator,of

the search result was produced.

Frequency distributions were run on all variables in each

data set after the machine edit process was complete. The

frequency distribution was proofed for any inconsistencies and

errors not found in the machine edit process.

INSTIT,UTION

This section describes the procedures used to process and
,

verify institutional survey data from their receipt at Advanced

Technology to final.entry into.a-"computer data base. The survey

form processing system:Oescribed in this section included quality
/

control procedures designed to:

. Maintain the. confidentiality of all survey data

Ensure the accuracy of data provided by the
institutional field interviewers

Ensure the transcription accuracy of coding clerks and
keypunchers

- Maintain control of the status of all data collection
instruments in order to minimize the possibility that
instruments would'be lost

Confidentiality of Institutional Survey Data

Several procedures were instituted to assure the confiden-

tiality of survey data. All incoming packages were ma a ned in

locked cabinets in a locked storage area. Access to the survey

data was limited to those persons working on the BEOG Quality
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Control study and to those who had been instructed in the study's

confidentiality requirements. As with the field interviewers,

all Advanced Technology,data entry personnel were-required to

sign confidentiality pledges.

Receipt Control %

The'successful completion_of the project, given the large

number of data collection instruments, required a well-defined

system to be used by clerks in the receipt, logging, and routing

of all institutional data received from the field interviewers.

The following procedures were used to maintain control of the

,status of all cases still out in the field as well as the loca-

tion of every form received in the home office:

1. All incoming packages of instruments contained a

transmittal form describing in detail the contents of each pack-

age. If a discrepancy was noted between the actual contents of

the package and its corresponding transmittal form, the inter-

viewer was contacted immediately for'an explanation.

2. The contents of each package were Checked against a

master list of the interviewer's institutional assignments. If

it appeared that an assignment had not been completed, the inter-1.1

viewer was contacted.

3. Once it was determined that a complete institutional

assignment had been received at the project office, tike instru-

ments were sorted into reference groups of manageable size. Each '#

referefice group, or package, was assigned an ID number which was

recorded in a master control log. The master control log was
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used'to trace the path of each instrument through all the pro-

cessing steps. It served as an excellent mechanism for maintain-

ing control over the status and location of the survey data.

Eachiline entry) of the log identified an instrument package by

'npmber and described the exact status of that package.

Manual Editing and Coding

A coding staff of five under the close supervision of a

senior coder thoroughly reviewed each survey form for complete-

ness and accuracy. The coders checked skip patterns to see that

they were followed correctly, checked responses for clarity and

relevance, and checked for the consistency and logic of all data.

Although the coders were instructed to scan all items on the sur-

vey forms, certain questions were found to be error prone and,

therefore, were given particulr attention.

A coding and editing specifications manual, developed by.

senior project staff prior to the receipt of data, guided the
I

coders. The manual was used to train the coding staff and served

as a detailed reference for analysts and programmers. The manual

included:

A summary of the study

An explanation of general Coding and editing
procedures

Question-by-question instructions

A list of error prone questions

-Often missing or incorrect data could be reconstructed on

the basis of responses to associated questions, interviewer

4-9
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notes in the margins of the survey form, or information from

current school catalogues and financial aid materials.

If significant omissions or errors were disdovered inter-

o viewers were contacted by the data collection manager. the

rare instances when interviewers could not provide the needed

data, the institutions were contacted directly. During the

eight-week data collection there was never a need to revisit an

institution to retrieve data.

A procedure was establistfed to record and inform inter-
,

viewers of noncritical recording errors. A logyasused.to

record problems and suggeStionsfor improvement foAach inter-

viewer. At the end of each week the, logs were routed to the
.

institutional data collection manager who forwarded the infor-

mation to the.inferviewers during their weekly- telephone calls.

Following the preliminary edit, the survey form data were

coded for entry into a computerized data bas.. Often a coding

situation arose that was not directly addressed 4y.the coding and

editing specifications manual. If a situation could not be ade-
,

quately resolved by existing coding convention or if a response' :

:could not be coded with any of thd provided codes, the coders

were directed to record the.situation on, a forM and refer it't2

the senior coder. The senior coder, in consultation with other.

BEOG Quality Control analysts, if necessary, made a decision on

each referred case and recorded the decision directly onto the
a

"problem" form. The problem forts were then filed by question

;number and served as a permanent recdrd.of all coding decisions.

Ofken during the coding process it c4as necessary to updates the

4-'1O-
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In the early stages'of.the project, six data entry firms

were contacted. We decided t
4
o engage Data.l.Alsociates of

Springfield, Virginia, because of its proven ability to produce
.

high quality work with speed and economy.

coding and editing specifications manual with flew Codes, changes

in data ranges, and changes in coding convention. It war

extremely important that all coders be informed of such additions

and changes. As a rule, at the end of each workday, a memo was

distributed to all coders detailing changes. The coders would

then incorporate the changes into heir manuals.

Once completely coded and edited, instrument packages were

routed to' the coding supervisor for verification. At the Agin-,

ning of the codingtrocess all survey forms were scrutinized for

'coding errors. If a pattern of errors was noted that coder was

retrained in the defiCient area. Once an individual coder

reached an acceptable level of accuracy, a sample of that coder's

package was inspected. In addition to the abdve item-by-item
o

verification, certain items which proved to be pafticularly error

proOwere verified 100 percent in/a11 instruments. For example,

the questions in the Student Record Abstract pertaining to insti-

tutional error Oere verified thoroughly.

Keypunching

Detailed keypunching instructiolps were forwarded to Data 1.

The first keypunched packages returned. to Advadted Technology

were examined closely to verify that keypunch instructions were

being adhered to. Keying was performed in packages, transferring

data directly from 'instrument8 to cards. Each package of keyed

4-11
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data was 100 percent key verified against the associated instru-

ments. Key verifying was performed by a key operator other than

the one who performed the keying.

To maintain control over the status of all survey forms, a

well-defined procedure was established to transmit the data to

and from Data 1. A weekly standard time for pickup and delivery

was set and maintained.' A transmittal form detailing the con-

tents of each package of instruments accompanied each delivery. -

The signature 'of a Data 1 official on this form verified the

totals of each delivery. Once returned fbilm keypunching, each

package was checked for completeness and filed.
ti

°Machine Editing and Updating

As keypunched cards were returned from Data 1 they were

entered on a data file and subjected to a series of computerized

edits. The purpose of the machine edits was to (1) act as a

backup of the manual editing, (2) perform edit that Would be

very time consuming if done manually, and (3).discover key-

. punching errors.

Under the guidance of a senior analyst a series of EASY-

TRIEVE.programs were designed to:

Check for missing data
4

`Check data ranges.

Check for incorrect skip patterns

Check consistency between data items

The edit programs were tested on the first set of keypunched

data. The results-of these tests were reviewed b senior staff

to ensure that the edits had the proper stringency.
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Edit failures were individually 0.sted for resolution by the

coding staff. The original data collection instrument was

reviewed, and file updating instructions were written on the
!

erroristing. The data file was updated and a new edit cycle.

was run. This update-edit cycle was repeated until no data -

imperfections remained.

Frequenby distribution Were fun on each variable once\he
.

editing process was complete. The stributions were inspected

by senior staff for errors not detected by the manual or machine

edits. If errors were-found, the original instrument"was

reviewed and.the file updated.

SCHEDULE OF DATA MERGE

The first step in the data merge was reformatting the clean

raw data tapes into SAS files. The following programs were run:

BQCCOlOS wlispn on the SER data.

BQCC110S was run Q.. the IRS data.' '

BQCC210S was run on the TAR (Tax Assessor Record)
data.

BQCC510S was run on the FIR (Financial Institution
Record) data.

BQ C610S was run on the parent data.

BQ 711)S was run on the student data.

BQ C810S was run on the SRA (Student Record Abstract)
data.

BQGC901S,was run on the institutional interview data.

All of the SgS programs were stored on Librarian modules. They

were accessed and executed by short JCL sequences stored in an

active COMNET workspace.

4
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SER
Raw Data

FIR

IFinancial Inst Record)
Raw Data

TAR
(Tair Assessor Record)
Raw Data

BOCC0105
Reformat
Out DS010

BOCC510S
Reformat
Out DS510

IRS
Raw Data

PAR
IParent Interview)
Raw Data

BOCC210S
Relonnat
Out DS210

BOCC 110S
Reformat
Out DS110

FIRIARG
In START D5510. PIKFIR
Merge FIR
Out 06122

TARMRG
In START, DS210.
PIKIRS
Merge TAR
Out. PIKTAR

STU
IStudwit Interview)
Raw Data

SRA
IStudent Record Abstract)
Raw Data

BOCC1310S
Reformat
Out OS610

IRSMRG
In. START. DS110
Merge IRS Data
Out PIKIRS

BOCC671S
In DS122
Flat Parent and Student
Data
Out. D5671

BOCC710S
Reformat
Cr: DS710

Institution Interview
Raw Data

CAR
ICornputar Applicant
Record)
Raw Data

BOCG810S
Reformat and Flag
Student & Parent
Response
Out. DS810, 09621

BOCC910S
Reformat
Out DS910

TAPE
Reformat

.Dut SEIZERD

BOCC731S
Cross Tabulations on
Student Error vs
Problems with Appfications

-0

BOCC631S
Cross Tabulab
Parent -Error w
Problems with

C/5671 Used In Program START1Nas Created In A PIONYWMIV Merge Which Omitted Programs START, IRSMRG TARMRG FIEIMRG
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MININI.

Student

613CC622S '
In DS671
Merge Documented
Parent Data
Out DS622

80CC631S
Cross Tabu 'shone on
Paent 'Error vs
Problems with App6cabons

80CC722S
In DS722
Mingo Documented
Student Data
Out DS722

(2226
Remove PAR_

end STU
Vanables

DS010
1St* 80CCQ I OS)

BOCC030
In 0S811, SEIZERD
Merge CAR Data
Out DS030

,80CC822S
In SPLIT 2
Marge SRA Documented
Data
Out DS822

80CC672S
In SPLIT 1
Mane Undoc Student
and Parent Data
Out DS672

BOCCO2OS
In DS672, DS010
Flag Enscrepancies.
Calculate SEI & Award
Out DS020 SI

Remove SRA_
Vanables,

Replace PAR_
& STU_
Vanables

80CC672S
In 05822
Merge Undoc Parent
& Student Data
Out DS672

672E
Remove PAR_

& STU_ Vanables
Replace SRA_

Venable,

80CC872S
In 0S672
Merge SRA Undoc Data
Out 135872

BOCCO2OS
In DS872 DS010
Flag Discrepancies,
Calculate SEI & Award
Dut DS020 S2

MERG020
Concatenate
DS020 Tapas
Out DS020. FINAL

80CC811S
In DS020
Calculate SEI & Award
from SRA Flag Errors
Out OS811 Si

80C1S11S
In DS020
CelecMite 6E1 6 Awwd
from SRA. Flag Errors
Duo 0S811 S2

MERG8I1
Concatenate DS8I 1
Tapes
Out 05811 FINAL

Sc

FIGURE 4 -1

FLOWCHART OF DATA MERGE
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The naming convention for tapes created by Data Merge pro-
,

grams was BGP.BQC.DS , where the blank was filled by the

three-digit number corresponding to the program in which it was

created. Thus, program BQCCOlOS created tape BGP.BQC,DS010, etc.

The next step was to run a program called START. This program

reads a computer applicant record tape and a tape. containing

student, SRA, and parent data flags. These flags, created in

earlier runs of the datalMerge, indicate what information existed

for each ID. The program START assigned each ID a flag to code

which IRS information was needed, according to dependency and

marital status. This information was stored on a tape named

.BGP.BQC.START319.

Using BGP.BQC.START319 and the IRS data tape, the merge was

begun by a program named IRSMRG. This program picked out the"

appropriate TAIS data for each ID according to the code from tape

BGP.BQC.START319 and created flag variables to indicate whether

IRS data had been found for each item. The resulting tape was

PIKIRSK1. Simila?programs TARMRG and FIRMRG were run to collect

tax assessor and financial institution data Tapes created were

BGP.BQC.PIKIRSK1, BGP.BQC.PIKTARK1, and BGP.BQC.DS122, in that

order. The program which cataloged BGP.BQC.DS122 created:the

"best.value" variables, to be filled through the merge. The merge

continued with program BQCC671S, which created flags to determine

the source and'documentation of the values from student and

parent files. Tkis program read tape..BGP.BQCDS122 and the

universe file'UNIVINT3 and created tape BGP.BQC.D671. The next

4
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program in the sequende was BQCC622 which'merged the documented

parent data. It read tape BGP.BQC.DS671 and created

BGP.BQC:DS622. Then thelstudent data were merged by program

BQCC722S, which read tap4 BGP.BQC.DS622 and dreated

BGP.BQC.DS722. At this

the SQ an4 PAR var
4

The tape created still r

oint a snort program was run to delete

ables from the student and parent files.

tarned the best value and flag vari-

ables, but the of er variables were dropped to save space for the

next step in th merge.

At this pint two programs were run to Split the.observa-

tions into two groups: those students whose dependency or

marital status was determined by us, to have been incorrectly

reported on the SER, and those students for whom the status items

were correct there. The programs were named SPIIT1'and'SPLIT2,

respectively, and created tapes named BGP.BQC.DS722 (differen-

tiated by a lourth-level name). This split was necessary because.

for the first group all SER and SRA data were incorrect, while

for the second group the SER data might still have been the best*

available data.. Thus, these' groups had to be split befords%

merging the SRA data.

'A program named BQCC822S merged the documented SRA data into

,4

the SPLIT2 group. It read the second BGP.BQC.DS722 tape and

created BGP.BQC.DS82?. Thgn another short program was run to

swap out the SRA variables and replace the SQ and PAR

variables. This new BGP.BQC.DS872 tape contitnedthe best values

and flag variables from the latest step in the merge, as well as

4-18
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the SQ and ) PAR variables. Program BQCC672S then,merged

the noncertifled parent and student values. One last variable

swap brought the SRA variables back in and dropped PAR and

SQ t variables for good. The tape created in this program was

BG?.BQC.DS672. The final merge program, BRCC872S, s then run

to merge undocumented SRA values.

The SPLIT1 group, which contains the students 'with correc-

tions to their status items, skips the SRA merging programs.

Program BQCC672S was run on the first BGP.BQC.bS722 tape to Merge

in undocumented parent and student data. At this point we had

reformatted SAS data tapes of the various interview data sources

and tapes containing the best documented valuei-from all the

sources. Using programs BQCC631S and BQCC731S-We compu

frequencies on the errors made on BEOG applications versus the

.problems they reported with the applications.

The two best value tapes, BGP.BQC.DS872 with the SPLIT2V
. group and BGP.BQC.,DS672 with the SPLIT1 group were then used'as

input into program BQCCO20S. This program calculates student

eligibility indexes [SEI] froM best values and compares these

with the SEIs from the SER. It creates variables -with the

discrepancy values between be and reported items and

variables to flag errors. The two BGP.BQC.DS020 tapes created

were then concatenated into a single complete BGP.BQC.DS020.FINAL

tape. The first two BGP.BQC.DS020 tapes were separately run

'through BQCC811S which calculates awards and award discrepancies

for each student. The two BGP.BQC.DS811 tapes were then
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concatenated into a single BGP.BQC.DS811.FINAL tape, as well.

These FINAL tapes.were used to compute the various frequency

tables and percenqagesin Volume 2 of this report. Finally, the

award calculation and discrepancy variables were merged with the

computer applicant record data on tape BGP.BQC.SEIZERO by program

BQCC030S.
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CHAPTER 5

APPLICATION PROCESSOR DATA ENTRY ERROR ANALYSIS

As part of the study of the BEOG application processor, an

analysis of error rate associated with data entry was conducted.

SAMPLE SELECTION

The applications of approximately one quarter of phe 4,000

BEOG recipients interviewed in the nationwide survey were selec-

ted for the analysis. In order to maximize the use of time and

resources, 'only'applications which originated from the three Mul-

tiple Data Entry (MDE] processors--the College Scholarship Ser-

vice (CSS], the American- College Testing (ACT) Program, and the

Pennsylvania Higher Education Assistance Agency (PHEAA)--were

chosen. (The MDE processors accounted for approximately 85 per-

cent of all BEOG initial applications during the 1980-81 proces-

sing year.)

The sample was drawn using Westat's BEOG Master File of all

interviewed students and the 1980-81 Central Processor's History/

Correction File. Records from both files were matched on Social

Security numbers (SSN] and the first two characters of the last

name. From the extract of matched records, 500 CSS originated

applications, 500 ACT originated applications, and 250 PHEAA

originated applications were randomly selected.

ERROR TABULATION

The primary research question was "To what extent does what

students write on thqir form actually become what is entered in
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the BEOG application processing system?" To answv this, the

original application forms of the sampled recipients were vis-

ually compared with the data contained on the processor's

History/Correction File.

Each of the MDE processors wasfasked to provide photocopies

of the. original applications. These photocopies Were placed in

groups of 10 and attached to a corresponding computerized listing

of data from the History/Correction File Data were compared in

these groups of 10. All discrepancies, apparent diScrepancies,

or oddities between the data on the application and the data on

the computerized listing were carefully recorded. The following

informatidn about these discrepant cases was logged: (1) the MDE

processor; (2) the recipient's SSN; (3) the data item(s) in

error; (4) the item value on the original application and the

corresponding value on the listing; (5) the apparent nature of

the error; and (6) whether or not the entry error had been

4 corrected in subsequent transactions. As a quality control

check, 1 completed case in each group-of.10 was reviewed by a

supdrvisor. When an error that had gone unrecorded was

discovered, all cases in the group were reviewed.

Once all cases had been compared{ senior analysts reviewed

the log of errors. If questions arose about the nature of'a par-

ticular error, that case was retrieved and examined. The total

number-of errors was tabulated-manually from the error log.
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